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Student dies following Cancer awareness
weekend car accident October marks month ofeducation
by Lorrin Wolf

by Grea Froom
police ~porter
Junior Brent J. Rhoads, 2 1, of
Vienna, died last night in the
University of Virginia Med ical
Center from "mulr iple Injuries,"
according to David Haugh, night
administrator at the hospilal.
The Injuries resulted from a headon collision on Port Republic Road
Friday.
" It's certainly a tragedy," Fred
Hilton. direaor of media relations for
JMU , said late Wednesday. " II
affects everyone and it's a terrible
thing when something like this
happens to students."
The counseling center would be
available to help Rhoads' friends
deal with the loss, Hilton said.
According to state police repons,
Rhoads was driving his white twodoor 198S Honda Accord east on
Port Republic Road. The Honda
reponedly crossed the center double
yellow line and traveled east in the
westbound lane.

At 8:5S p.m.• Rhoads ' vehicle
collided with a 1971 Chevrolet van
that was traveling west in the
westbound lane. The van was driven
by Michael E. Lam of Harrisonburg.
Lam's van went orr the shoulder
and rolled onto its right side. Rhoads'
car also left the hard surface of the
road. going off the shoulder. Both
vehicles were declared a total loss by
state police.
The accident occurred about twotenths of a mile west of RL 848. The
scene of the accident is about I 0
miles east of campus.
According to state police. speed
was not an important factor in the
accident.
It has not been determined if
alcobol was involved in the collision
eithe r. Empty alcohol containers
reportedly were found in the car, but
police a re unsure if Rhoads was
intoxicated at the time of the
coltision.
No one has been charged in the
accident, but an investigation
continues. accordiDg to state police.

Rhoads was flown to the UVa.
Medical Cenl.er in Charlottesville by
the Pegasus medical helicopter after
rescue workers extricated bi m from
the wrecked car.
Lam and the passenger in his van
were treated for minor injuries at the

scene.
In reaction to Rhoads' accident
and injury, Interfraternity Council
President Tee Hicks closed Greek
Row on Saturday nighl Rhoads was
a member of the Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity.
" I closed the row myself," Hicks
said. "I did it out of respect for Brent
It wasn't an administration decision."
He said the closing of the row was
not meant as punishment. Hicks said
he closed the row "so the Greek
system would know what had
happened to Brent and support him."
Wh ile the cause of Friday's
accident is still unknown, JMU's
aclminlstradon has conducted a brief
inquiry to determine whether

staff writer
One in nine women living in Harrisonburg will develop breast cancer in her
lifetime. Several campus organizations are using October, Breast and Testicular
Cancer Awareness Month. as an opportunity to promote awareness and teach
prevention techniques.
Although testicular cancer awareness is mentioned during this schedule of
events, the activities sponsored by JMU and Harrisonburg community groups
focus on breast cancer because it affects a
larger population.
According to American Cancer
Society statistics, over I00.000
women were affected by firsttime breast cancer surgery
last year alone.
Ann Simmons, a JMU
Health Cemer coordinator,
said that the JMU Health
Center and Women 's
Resource Center are
sponsoring many activities
dud ng
Breast
and
Testicular
Cancer
Awareness Month.
Topics will include breast
cancer 's effect on individuals
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Locker room media policies evaluated
JMU and other colleges consider establishing equal access for reporters
by Alison Boyce
sports editor
The battle between two opposing
football teams on the gridiron isn't
the only fight going on In the college
sport these days.
With an increasing number of
women entering the field of sports
writing, colleges face tbe issue of
protecting player privacy and still
provide equal access to all reporters.
Gary Michael, 1MU sports media
relatJons direc'<>r, said there hadn't
been a problem in the past for the
school since a professional female
spons reporter had never covered the
football team.

In the last six years, however,
three women have served as sports
editor or assistant sports editor at 1M
Bruu.
He said now that the current
locker room policy has come under
question, the school will have to
make changes in time for the next
home foocball pme, Oct. 15.
"It' s something we need to sit
down with the players and coaches
and discuss," be said.
JMU isn't the only school facing
such a dilemma.
In light of resistance from

coaches, players or administrators to
allowing females into the locker
room, more and more schools are
choosing to close the locker room to
all reporters and c reate a separate
interview room.
ln a survey of all 12 Yankee
Conference sports information
directors or assistants, only four
schools continue to have what they
consider to be an "open" locker room
policy.
JMU was the only Yankee
Conference panicipant wbo does not
allow women into the locker room
or, as an alternate fonn of access,
bring players to an interview room
for post-pme comments.
While male reporters may enter
the locker room, female reporters
interview players in the hallway
outside the locker room.
Northeastern University allows
men and women into the locker
room, whi le the University of
Richmond brings players to an
interview room before allowing male
reporters into its locker rooms.
The University of Rhode Island
has what auistant Jim Brunswick
calls an open locker room, although
reporters are rarely in there.
The school·brings as many players

as reporters want to speak to after a
game in an interview room. The issue
of allowing women into the locker
room hasn't come up at URI, he said,
because no woman has ever covered
the football team.
He said if a female reporter
wonted access "we would
accommodate Lhem."
Professional female sportswriters
have covered the JMU men's
basketball team, Michael said. As in
foo tball, female reporters request
what players they would like to speak
to after the game. A s ports
information director then brings them
to the hallway outside the locker
room where the fema le reporters
waiL
"Generally, in those cases. we've
tried to go out of our way to make
sure the people are accommodated,"
he said. "But again. if they say 'Hey.
we should have the same [access] as
everyone else,' that's true. If that's
what they think. we've got to deal
with that. which means it becomes a
lot harder for us.
"1 mean, it's a lot easier to say
'The locker room's open, go in and
talk to them,"' be said.
Por those who have studied and
reported on college athletics, an open

-

locker room policy that allows men
inside to conduct interviews while
women wait for players to leave is
misnamed.
If women are excluded from
locker rooms, "then it's ncx an open
locker room," said Mariah Burton
Nelson, author of the book The
Stronger Women Get, TM More Men
Love FootbalL ~at's a fasclnaring
linguistic usage."
Christine Brennan, a sportswriter
from The Washington Post who
covered college footbal l in the 1980s
and was once the beat reporter for the
Washington Redskins, didn't hide
her reaction to such a policy that she
termed "absolutely indefensible."
" It is embarrassing to an
institution of a higher learning that
they would be treating any gender
that way," she said.
"I am shocked to hear this, that an
institution that is supposed to be
teaching people about life is
discrill)inating against SO percent of
its student body."
The 1978 New York Distric t
Court case Ludtu v. Kuhn provided
the springboard in allowing women
into professional sportS locker rooms.
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fraternity functions were involved in
the accident, according to Mike Way.
assistant to the associate vice
president of srudent affairs.
"We really don't know anything
at this point," Way said. "There
doesn't appear to be any connection
to fraternity activity. We don't know
if alcohol was involved."
Because the accident happened
shortly before 9 p.m., he said there
a re no indications of a connection
between the accident and a party at
Rhoads' fraternity house that night.
The investigation of the incident
has been unable to establish the
reason why Rhoads was driving
away from campus on Port Republic
Road on Friday night, Way said.
Way said JMU is currently
handling Rhoads' accident as it
would any other auto accident
involving a JMU student.
" Right no w we don't see any
indication of wrongdoing. If we
determine that the fraternity bore
some responsibility for the accideor,
charges would be brought against
them." he said.
Way said the university's main
concern is s upporting the family .
"Whatever we can do to help is our
primary concern.''

and their families. breast self
examinations and early detection
signs of breast and testicular cancer.
JMU's Zeta Tau Alpha sorority,
an organization that promoces breast
cancer awareness throughout the
year. feels that breast cancer
awareness should be a focal point of
women's groups.
" We arc women supporting
women's issues. This should be our
focus ," said Cannie Oraham.
president of JMU's ZTA.
ZfA's national philanthropy is tho
Susan G. Kolman Breast Cancer
Foundation.
Comer,
service
Kellam
chairperson of JMU's Gamma Kappa
chapter of ZTA, said, "I think having
this as our national philanthropy has
helped all of us in ZTA realize the
magnirude of the disease. II' s the
leading killer of women age 35 to S4
and presents ris.ks to college age
women as well."
The ZTA national executive board
considers Gamma Kappa a major
donor to the foundation, with more
than $2,000 raised each year.
More than $100,000 is raised
yearly through the collective efforts
of the 220 ZT A chapters. Gamma
Kappa donates funds raised from the

1

annual "Hunt for a Cure" November
scavenger hunt and the "Spikefeat..
volleyball tournament held in lhe
spring.
The chapter abo promotes
awareness through their annual April
I program, "Don' t Be a Fool: Do
Monthly Breasl Self-Examinations."
During this program, the sorority
members hand out shower cards,
which contain breast selfexanunation instructions, on campus
and throughout the Harrisonburg
community.
"By promoting self-examinations
with the shower cards we distribute,
we are hoping to promote early
detection of breast cancer, which
strongly influences the success of
treatment," Comer said.
selfAlthough
monthly
examinations
are
highly
recommended, Dr. David Kessler,
commissioner of the Food and Drug
Administration, said mammograms
are a woman' s best shot at finding
breast cancer.
Mammograms often detect lUDlOfS
two years before they're big enough
to feel.
According to an Oct. 4 Associated
Press article, mammograms, which
are the key tool in detecting breast
cancer, fail to detect about 10 percent

of cases every year. But new
regulations by the Food and Drug
Admloiatnlioo that bepD Oct.1 may
boost women's confidence in the
reliability
and
safety
of
mammograms.
The new rules mandale UfHO-date
machinery, and proper training of
operators and doctors. It is now
illegal for the nation's 11.000
mammography facilities to operate
without PDA certification. Sen.
Barbara
Mikulski,
D-Md.,
coauthored the legislation.
Scientific research Is also
revealing more informatJon about the
causes of the disease.
H. Leon Bradlow, a biochemist
with the Strang Cancer Prevention
Center at Cornell University Medical
School , found several recent
developments concerning breast
cancer, which have increased
knowledge of the disease.
According to an Associated Press
Oct. 3 article, pesticides appear to
raise levels of a harmful form of
estrogen. Several earlier Sludies have
linked pesticides to an increased risk
bf breast cancer, although one study
failed to find support for this
hypothesis.
Penelope Penner-Crisp, a
pharmacologist and specialist with

the Environmental Protection
Agerx:;y said tbe EPA is b'eating this
new development very seriously,
which includes more than simply

encouraging further~.

While the medical community
continues to inform the public of its
recent findings, the JMU and
Harrisonburg communities are using
October's Breast and Testicular
Awareness Month to inform the local
population about already known
infonnalion.
Activities for the month include:
• Information table on Breast and
Testicular Cancer, every Tuesday in
October. 10a.m.-2p. m., Warren
Campus Center Post Office lounge.
• Employee Program on Breast
Cancer Awareness, Oct. 11, 3p.m.4p.m., location undisclosed.
• " Brown Bag," a djscussion by
Joanne Hughes from Women's
Health Pocus concerning breast
cancer, early detection signs and
testicular cancer, Oct. 12. noon,
Women's Resource Center, Logan
basemen1.

• "Brown Bag," a discussion by
Kristi Graves from the Wellness
Center concerning breast cancer and
its affect on the family, Oct. 26,
noon, Women's Resource Center,
Logan basement.

'·

In the Dark
In the play 'Walt Until Dark,' frHhman
Amy Barrett por;:. aya Suzy Hendrix, a
blind wonw~ who muet outwit Mike
Talman, portrayed by eophomore Brian
carter, anct hla cohorte. The play
opened aut night In Theatre II, and a.
running througll Oct I . For a review on
the play, . . page 19.
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Week's activities celebrate women's sexuality
by Zeal Colondo

Junior Rhonda Kern was not aware
looked like
the only ones who knew what was
going oo were the students who were
running it They were very graphic,
and the purpose of the discussion was
DOl presented very well," Kern said.
Junior Keith Piller was also
skeptical of the discussion. "If a guy
was reading those things, it would
probably be considered sexist," he
said.
According to Ellie Pattee, cocoordinator of Sex Week, today's
activities will involve a discussion of
erotica and pornography. including a
video and readings of erotic works.
"There is a thin line between
erotica and pornography. We are
going to explore erode worts and try
to see if we can figu re out a
difference between the two," Pattee
said. The discussion will take place
in Taylor Hall. rm. 306 at 7 p.m.
''This is the first time that there
has been a Sex Week here at JMU,"
Pattee said. The idea for Sex Week
was brought up last semester after
EQUAL sponsored "Take Back the
Night"
According to Pattee, the idea
came from the reactions of students
to a speaker at EQUAL's "Take Back
the Night."
Women are often overlooked
sexually, Pattee said. The purpose of
Sex Week is not only to celebrate
women's sexuality but everyone's
sexuality in general.
of whal was going on.

staff writer
EQUAL. the campus ocpniz.ation
for the equality of women, has been
sponsoring~ Week lhis wed. The
purpose of~ Week is 10 celebrare
women's sexuality, co-c:oonlinator of
Sex Week Anne Fomecker said.
"We are inundated with male
sexuality in the media, and we
wanted to provide a forum or
atmosphe re in which women are
allowed to express themselves
sexually," Fomecker said.
Sophomore Courtney Scars,
EQUAL secretary, said, "So much
of society's attitudes toward sex
revolves around the man," Sears said.
"Women need to feel they are just as
valuable, and they need to find a
strong sexual identity.
Sex Week began Monday with
informauon tables on the commons.
Sex Week participants also gave out
free condoms.
Activities held on the commons
Tuesday consisted of artwort, music.
poetry and other artistic expressions
of women's sexuality. Also, Tuesday
night, a panel made up of JMU
students and other adults discussed
issues of lesbianism.
Fomeclcer said that Tuesday's
activities went well. "We had a really
good time today. So far this week has
been very successful," she said.
Many students, however, were not
very receptive to the discussion.

"'t

ROGER WOLLENBERG/stoff p/lo((lgrllplttr

Junior Meghan McCracken (1), and sophomore Courtney Sears (r), paint messages In support of
women'• aexuallty and sexual freedom on the commons Tuesday as part of Sex Week.

Brown Bag lecture highliQhts
AIDS .awareness, prevent'ton
by Betsy SmJth
staff writer
In conjunction with AIDS
Awareness Week , the Honors
Program centered this week's Brown
Bag lecture around the problem of
the deadly disease in the Shenandoah
Valley and at JMU.
The Valley AIDS Network
presented the lecture at Hi It crest
House on Wednesday , which
centered around the need for
assistance for HIV-infected persons

in the Shenandoah Valley . The
lecture also focused on the need for
JMU students to realize that HlV is
closer to home than they might think.
Rose Winters. director of the
Valley AIDS Network said, "Many
people seem to think that rural areas
are not afflicted with the problems of
urban areas. However, there are HIV
patients all over the Valley, and they
cannot be ignored."
Winters gave information
concerning-the AIDS epidemic in
Virginia. The state had I ,928 cases

ROOD WOLI..ENBDGinqWplwtograpMr

RoM Win.... director of 1M v.-.y AIDS Ne1wor1c. ep 1aka 8bout
AIDS ....-.111 In Hille,_. Houee Wedneedlly llftlmoon.

two years ago. Today the figure has
jumped to a1mosl6.400 cases.
The Shenandoah VaiJey has about
180 known cases of HIV right now.
Winters sa1d. But. for every known
c ase of HIV, there are up to 50
unknown cases, she said.
" li takes 16-18 weeks after the
AJDS virus enters a person's system
for them to test positive in an AIDS
test," Winters said. "During those
weeks, someone could be infecting
many othe~ .tnd not even know it.''
She also pointed out that HIV is a
reality for JMU students as well. A
large factor contributing to possible
AIDS transmiss ion is careless
alcoholic behavior.
"There is an obvious correlation
between drinking and contracting
HIV. Alcohol liberates people
sexually," Winters said.
Due to ~uced inhibitions while
drinking, Winters said that many
times a person will do something
they would not normally do while
sober. Students can beoome careless
about using a condom or even from
abstaining from sex, she said.
The profile of HJV patients is also
changing, Winters said. Young adults
and women are testing positive for
HJV more than ever before. In fact,
women are twice as likely to receive
HIV from men than men are from
women.
The most common way for people
to contract HIV is through fluid-tofluid oontact, Winters said, which is
usually blood. For that reason,
competing athletes must leave the
game if they start bleeding, and only
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Student senate places cap
on requests for funding
by Lisa Denny
SGA report.er
;. ._ __
The Student Govern ment
Association Finance Commiuee had
its first success story of the semester
with a bill passed Tuesday night
during the SGA meeting in Warren
Hall Highlands Room.
The purpose of the bill was to put
a cap of S4.000 on any orgamzauon' s
re quest for money from the SGA
contingency account.
The bill passed wi t h a c lear
majority.
"The cont ingency fund is not
there to co-sponsor activities; it is
there for emergency situations," Sen.
Ro n Rose. co-chair of the Finance
Commiuee said.
The contingency account now
holds $21,508, to be used during the
course of the school year for JMU
recognized c lubs that need
emergency money.
Organizations may only ask fo r
money from th1s account after they
have tried fund raising and asked
other groups to help sponsor.
The $4,000 cut-off limit makes up
18 percent o f the contingency
account. Rose said.
..With 220 groups on campus. it is
unfair to give more than 18 percent
to any one group," Rose said.
Last year only one bill was put on
the senate floor asking for more than
$4,000. In February, Alpha Kappa
Alpha service sorority requested
$6,000 of SGA contingency funds to
help pay the speaking fee for poet
Coretta Scott King.
The bill was amended down to
$4,000 before it was passed by the
SGA Executive Council.

The average amount of money
student groups asked for last year
was .SSOO. Rose said.
"This bill will probably never
come into effect at all thll. year,"
Rose said.
Representative
Kalio\
Muhammad. co-chrur of the Finance
Commillee. said, "The account is
there to help and aid in fu nd1ng;
anything over (Lhe $4.0001 is wny
too much."
Rose also explained that the
senate had to be consistent in its
allocation of money. They also had
to be fair and give equal
representation to all of the groups.
Rose said. "Our job is not to pick
whi ch events happen and which
don't. We don't look at content.''
Commuter Sen. Jos h Pringle
voiced his idea to have a loophole
buill into the bill in case the senate
feels there needs to be an exception.
"We should leave ourselves some
leeway if we need it.'' Pringle said.
However. the loophole did not
make it into the bill.
"We needed a cap; anything more
than $4,000 is absurd." Rose said.
Also at the meeting:
• Senior Amy Karwan. the student
member of the Board of Visitors, was
a guest speaker at the senate meeting.
She explained her role as student
member of the board is to act as a
liaison between the board and the
students. She said she is responsible
for keeping the board members in
touch with students and to give the
student perspective on different
things around campus.
''I give the day-to-day jJsues to
SENATE page 10
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The James Madison Honor Council Exec
Congratulates the New 1994-95 Representatives!!
HONOR COUNClL REPRESENTATIVESa

Brian Bigclman
Trip B~r
Rob Brown, Jr.
Brian Cochran
MaayCronin
DaVKI Dutrow
Tyler Eagle
Michelle qan
Anna Gallant
Kenda Goldberg
Jenny HaJI
Susan Harnett
Jenny Harper
Catherine Harrigan
Chandra Harris
Crcedencc Holzmacher
Jessica Hubley
Kim Kittrell
Alex Sk Lieu

John Makris
David Mangum
~nee McDOnald
Matt McFadden
Tracy Nechamkin
Jimmy Pratte
Mike Prcm
Amanda Price
Rich Prisinzano
Tori ~inhold
Leah Beth Sansbury

lim Schwam
Victoria Sedlacek
Carroll Taylor
Mary Ann Tsai
Michelle: Turner
Maureen Watson
FJizabcth Wherley
Patrick Wyman
Nikki Yohc

HONOR COUNOL EXECU'TIVESa

Francie: Makris
President

Investigators:
Doug Heron

Chris Sikes
Vice President

Thursday, October 6 - 8 p.m.
Wilson Hall Auditorium
Tickets Avall able In Harrison II all Dox Office M-F 1-S p.m.
and \Varrc.n Hall Do>: Office M-F 9 a.m.-4 fl.m .
ALLSEATS RESERVED
Charge b;, Phone (703) 568-7000

Susan Hodnett
Rob Jorgensen
Phil Kim

Bridget Schaefer
Secretary

HONORCOUNOLOFRC&

Taylor Hall226 &. 230, X6383, X6371
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DINING DIGEST
SUNDAY, OCT. 9 - SATURDAY, OCT. 15

Sunday 10/9

:~

Monday 10/ 10

Tuesday 10/11

Wednesday 10/12

Thursday 10/ 13

Saturday I0/ 15

Friday 10/ 14

GnlS 5(r1mbled E:u)
Sauuac l'ln1cs
French lN)I
Tur~cv I'M !>1"11'
Clnc~en rtnrcnune
R1tc. Pu• Scallnrol 1\pJIIr'
B~~CI' 0Arnl.h

Cram of TC~~Ncto
Gnllcd CheeK Sand~to~~ch
Baked CaVJtclh
French Fnu
Broccoli
Zucchini

Cram of Broccuh Soup
Ch1cken Patl}l Sandwich
Bccf. Mac:arom cl TomllOCl
Com
Broccoii/Cauhn••wcr
Beet)

French On1on Soup
Hoc Rout !kef Sandw1t:l\
Qu1chc Lorraine
MasMd Poc;tuo
CamMS
Ptu

Beer l'loodlc Soup
ltahan Meatlnll Sub
ChiCken Chow Mcm
R1cc
Ita han Green Beans
M11ed Vc&atable

Manhln•n Clam Cho.,.llcr
Tacos
BBQ Pork Sa1~w1ch
Rclr 1ed Kei1Jl'
Omun Rmp
Cnrn

Cn:;un uf 9rO(coh Soup

\'c,ectanan f'ned Rtce

Pc:anut Rlsocto

Mellcan Cusc1ole

Zucchini Mcdtterranean

Pasu Faaoh

Vcamr~an

Puta

Rnl\1

Baked Ham
Wu11 Otnp
Biked Sv.ect Potaux~
Peas
Pu11o Beans
Cornbread

Rout Turkey I Gravy
Fr~ Ftsh
Mashed PotatOCl
Bread Orusu11
Mixed Vtambte-s
Green 8eanJ

Sa~Of)' ROCIUCfiC ChiCken
Chtncsc Pepper S1eak
Rice
Stir Fry BrO(coh

Surf A Turf
Ill.Y Smp Steak
Breaded Shnmp
Baked POCIIOC$

Country Fned Steak
Chtckeo CKittiiOre

Aspm&us

Canoes

Sttomboh
Baked fish
Oven Browned Potatoa
French CUI Green Beam
CtUIIOOWCI

Onenul Rtcc cl Veaeatblu

Lenol Stew Willi Mushrooms

ftlafeh

Pasu Pnmavera

~cf

Brc~Ct"oh

Gra')

Turkcv 01\an

R!Kemlf\ Rc-1 P<>UIOC\
C~rt011

\lued \ ca11ah~

Brocc:oh Chccsc
Cuscwle

P~

French Dtp SinllWKh
Brew Smr~
Oven Browned PNatllC'\
BJO(COh Spcaf\
Cranherrv Glved c~"''''
Ch1ckn~

Bumto

Eu

("Mile Brad

s 1. 75

s 1.25

Mannara Sauce

Nondk•

Peas
M11,ed Fresh Squash

Broccoli Speara

Mushroom Stro&anofl

Vt&t'fllblt l.-pa
l'llallo Bar

I

Sdl'f1'7 1ltcnw Oas

Vqdabfc f'lua

C"b6rlwt

f~

'
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Forensics wins toutnaments
JMU individual events team brings home several awards
by Lee Bampmer
stlljf wriur

team abo placed 81 Saturday's Fall Classic Tournament held at
SL Mary's College in Maryland.
Amon& the individual winners on Saturday were freshman
The JM\1 forensic:a individual eveoaa team started its season
speech communication major Kari Lou Frank, who was first in
off with a t.aa this )lal', winning boch tournaments beJd at last
persuasive speaking and junior English major Ruleman who
weekend' s first annual Fall Harvesl Swing.
won first place in poetry interprecation.
The two wins put the team 81 tbe top of the seventh district,
Miller won first place Saturday in dramatic interpretation and
prose interpretation. Miller and Ford shared second place for
which Includes such schools as American University and
Howard Univenity, acc:ordinato Jason Ford, team member and
dramatic duo during Saturday's competition.
senior mass c:ommunicabon major.
The team's success over the weekend bas left Ruleman
lbe team, whic:h finiahed sixth In last year's American
anxious for the next tournament.
Forensic: Assoc:iltion Nlliooallndividual Events Tournament, is
Ruleman, wbo also placed second in persuasive speaking and
coacbed by speecb communic:atioo instructors Audra Colvert
third in poetic interpretation. said, '1 can't wait because once
and Lee Mayfield.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - you go to one tournament . . . you
know how you can Improve yourself
Colvert said abe is proud of the ' '
team for bein& able 10 overcome Its
forthencxttoornament. "
small size and budcet to win first
For newcomer Frank., who also
place in the two tournaments. "We
won third place in impromptu
spea.kjna and two fifth places for
were able to come back and meet
our expectations again this year,''
o~~any extemporaneous speaki ng. this
she said.
'J
weekend was ber first taste of what
Mayfield. who had expected the
collegiate forensics competition is
team to strugle some this year due
Uk.e.
to the number of seniors on last
"It was definitely different from
year's team. changed his mind after
Auclra Colvert high school, and I would say It was
this weekend's tournaments. " We
coach. JMU individual events team harder than I originally thought it
have as strong a team as we did last
would be," she said.
year, if not stroflger." he said.
Her teammate, junior theatre
The strength of the team was evident this weekend during
major Bryan Holt, who won second place in the dramatic
interprew.ion category. said he would be able to use techniques
Sunday's MetropOlitan Washington Communication Association
from forensics in his acting.
Individual Events Tournament at George Mason University,
with six members of the team placing.
"It was wonderful to focus on my voice, my upper body
Senior mass communication major Mark Miller won first
movements and my facial expressions," he said.
place in poetry interpretation and-dramatic interpretation on
Although what Miller and the other members of the team did
Sunday. Teammate Jennifer Ruleman captured a first place
is not physical, Colvert said that does not diminish the great deal
award in the persuasive speakina category.
of work and personaJ pride involved.
Miller and Ford s hared firs t place during Sunday's
"We're not an athletic event, but we are still striving for
competition for dramatic duo. In this category, a play is
perfection in our communication skills," Colvert said. " Being
performed using only two people.
able to excel at that is just as exciting as being able to puU off a
win of any other form."
Ford and four other members from the I8-member forensics

Being able to excel at that
iS j•USt aS eXCiting aS being
able to pull oif.fa wz"n
Other fiorm. ''

L ibrary d ue to receive
new card m achine
A companion card will be available in early 1995 to those
without FLEX accounts or JAC cards.
According to Becky Hinkle. manager of the Campus Card
Center, a Debit Account Remote Terminal wiU be installed in
the library between Jan. IS and March I.
She said the DART cards are meant to be used by friends of
the university or part-time students who do not have JAC Cllds
but would still like to have the ability to do things such as make
copies in the library, get laser printouts in computer labs or buy
a drink at a vending machine using the on-line card system.
The machine is a part of the cllanaeover to a complete on-Une
card system throughout the university. The change.over date,
wbich includes phasing out the Versa card, bas been extended to
sometime between Jan. IS and March I, sbe said.
The DART machine will produce cards that are the same size
as JAC cards. The DART cards will be able to be redeemed
anywhere FLEX is accepted, according to Hinkle.
"We didn't want to leave people without an option if they
don't have a JACcard or FLEX," Hinkle said
Each DART card has an identification number that is unjque
to the card. If a card is lost or stolen, it can be canceled if the
owner knows this number, Hinkle said.
Another feature of the DART machine is that students wiU be
able to add money to their FLEX accounts at the DART terminal
in the library. HinJcle said this will be convenient for students
when they are unable to get to the Campus Card Center to add to
their accounts. In the future. the DART card will accept credit
cards as weU as cash.
"'ur goal is that most studentS will use fLEX," Hink..le said.
The first DART madline wHI be in the library. The Campus
Card Center is also considering placing machines in Zane
Sbowker Hall and the campus center, Hinkle said.
Dennis Robison. dean of Integrated Learning Resources, said
the system will be convenient for students. "It is a benefit for
studentS," he said. "llley won't have to WOO')' about having two
cards."

According to Hinkle, JMU will get one of the first DART
maclunes m the country. Right now machines are being tested in
Aorida. Hinkle said, and other Virginia universities are planning
to join the system.

- Cyndy Uedtke

Campus Spotlight on . • •
What

buil

"I am glmJ tlult it didn't go
throu$h· Despite the money
tlult rt would lulve brought
into the (lrtfl, I think enough
people opposed it so it
shouldn't be built.,.

ADIIoa Devlae
junior, biology

"1 hope tlult Disney decided
to relocate to somtwhere else
in Virginia so the state
doesn't take any economic

Scott Scbucht

Chris Wri&bt
freshman , undecided

sophomore, finance

" I 11m against Disney in Haym~~rket.
Grrmted, it would have cmlted jobs,
ht it does luwe its cons. It would

"As president of BSA, I am glad tlult
Disney pulled out of Haymarket. Tht
pttrk would disrupt historical value by

ltaot costs to the st11te and the
tupt~ytrs. Disney is great, but I
think it should stay In Florida and
OlliforniA."

trying to re-enact the 'Trail of Tears'
tmd other ~rts of history. We art afraid
Disney wrll amend their agenda and try
to put the JHirk elsewhere, but we 11re
plimning em staying em top of things."

I

II t

Tamara EUis
sophomore, social work

" I wczs looking {oTWQrd to it because
park wou1tf be close to school so

t~

we could go on the weekends. In
additiem, it would bring a lot of jobs
to t~ area. But it is good tlult ther,
pulled out sina the residents didn t
want it in their 11rea."

t..boa Williams

Grtlela MariiDa
junior, Enpablpolitical science

.. .... .. .

"I'm really glad Disney
P.lllled out because it would
have had really bad
consequences on the
environment and I don 't
trust Disney to portray
history accurately."

" I think it was a bad
decision to pull out of
Haymarket. ll would have
bun a good opportunity for
the ptX'ple in that area and
especially for the state of
Vrrginia.

losses."

senior, speech communication

•

•

t

4 •

... ...

senior, nursing
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'Bear ant anotlier s 6urrltns, cuuf so
fulfill t!U Law ofCflrist
·(jafatilms 6:2

Autumn 1994
Green Valley

GET IT!
Subscriptions

start at
$30 ayear.
I

GOT IT!
Breeze

J At.4 1S MA D I SO N

U NI V lll S ITT

Call 568·6127
for informa.tion

GOOD!

Current Best Sellers, Literature & Fiction, History, Cookbooks, Children's,
Reference, Self-Help, Science, Health, Computer Manuals & More

Last Weekend

until

Thanksgiving!

OCTOBER B

& 9

• (!)~ g~ 9 a.m.. - 9 p.m. •
• (!)~ S~ If? a..#H. - 6 a.m. •
Featuring our semi-Annual Damaged Books Sale in the Outside Pavillion
& a Charity Used Book Sale in the Old Barn

Green Valley Book Fair, Inc.
Located between Harrisonburg and Staunton, VIrginia In the heart of the Shenandoah Valley.
Take 1-81, Exit 240, tum east on Rd. 682, and watch tor the green BOOK FAIR signs.
Less than two miles off the highway.

(703)434-4260
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COMMUNITY

Hispanic Festival meant to heal old wounds
Day of celebration is successful despite early bomb threat, malicious prank
by Cristle Breen
asst. news editor
Hispanic members of the
Harrisonbura community joined wilb
other community members In
celebrating their coltures during the
first annual Latin American Festival
held Sunday afternoon 11 Westover

Partt.
Tbe festival, designed to be a
"unifying" force to bring together
members of different Latin American
cultures aod American residents. was
hailed as successful by many
members of the Hispu:Uc community.
The festival was organized by the
Hispanic Committee, a group of
Harrisonburg residents wbo meet
weekly to discuss iuues facing
members of Harrisonburg's Latin
population.
Alex Olguin , a member of tbe
Hispanic Committee, praised tbe
music, food and an of the festival for
giving special "spirit" to the day.
Although the overall reactions of
those wbo auended the festival were
positive, no one would deny lbat a
bbmb ~at to the festival grounds
and a hanging dummy found earlier
in the day put a damper on the
festival's beginnings.
According to junior Paul
Fugellang, a member of the Hispanic
Committee who helped organize the
event, '1'bings were really grim" in
the beginning of the festival. but the
day quicltly turned ·~cal...
"As soon as the fire trucks pulled
away, thinp stancd plckina up, and
people started pouring in," be said.
Sgt. B.D. Gregory of tbe

City
Police
Harrisonburg
Department. said that at I :30 p.m.•
half an hour before the festival wu
scheduled to begin, a bomb threat
was called into Harrisonbura
television station WHSV.
Police checked the area between
shelters wbere the bombs were said
to bave been placed, but none were
fou nd, and the area was declared
safe, Gregory said.
Because the call was made into
WHSV. it was unable to be traced,
Gregory said.
Another disturbing find that
afternoon occurred when Hispanic
Committee member Irving Perez
found a life-size dummy hanging
from a tree with a sign anached to its
neck that read "MCJtican."
Gregory said this was tbe nrst
incident be bas heard of cooceming
violent threats against members of
the Latin American population in
Harrisonburg.
..It appears to be an isolated
incident," Gregory said, adding lbat
he believes "it did disrupt the
organization over there and put a lot
of fear i01o people."
According
to
Gregory,
investigators are still bying to figure
out the origins of the dummy. and
charges wiU be filed if they are able
10 find out who planled it.
But to some membeu of the
community, whether or not pollee
fmd the culprit is not the issue.
"Many people fail to recognize
wbo we are," Olguin said. ''Thele are
[Harrisonburg residents] who don't
accept Hispanics.

"The Hispanic community is stiU

MAGGIE WELTERisl!nior photographtr
At the H...,_,lc Feettvel on SUnday, Lula and Veronica C.UIIo prep~~,. • meal of MexJcen tacos for
their next customer. Nearly 400 people attended the fuUval at Westover Perk In Harrisonburg.

like a ghost. We want to tell the
people we are here," Olguin said.
The Idea for the event, which
organizers approximate nearly 400
people attended, came after last
spring's shooting death of Catarino
Otavez-Gaona, a Mexican immigrant
who was shot and killed by

Family opens farmhouse
to swarms of bookworms
by Jbn Heffernan
stllffwriter
Several weekends each year, a cloud of dust
and the sound of spinning gravel stirs the quiet,

pastoral countryside off Rt. 681, east of Mt.
Crawford, as a steady stream of vehicles follow
patterned green signs and a cragged path to the
Evans' farmhouse.
For these eager visitors - some seeking
enlightenment or knowledge, others mere
entenainment - the prize at the end of this
rainbow is noc a pot of gold but a stockpile of
thousands of boob.
The Green Valley Book Fair and Auction,
loca1ed on the Evans' scenic ll~acre farm in
the heart of the Shenandoah Valley, is a
family-owned business which began operation
in 1970.
..It started out as a weekend hobby ."
Kathryn Evans said, pointing to an old bam
which housed the ori&inaJ book fair almost 2S
years aao. "It was mostly older books back
then."
Over the years, an increase in demand
forced tbe B~ family to expend ita base of
openltiou, ftnt cae.rm, out tbe stables on the
lower ~ ~ lbe bMn to free up IJ*IC, then
erectiq a ec:paa aucdon boule. A maasive
two-story, aluminum-aided atoraae fecility
bldlt in 1990 nwta the preaent site for moe&~
tbe fair' I activities.
..It juat kept arowina." Bvans said...We

Harrisonburg poUce during a standoff
that some Hispanic residents termed
''mishandled."
Olguin said, "After [the Chavez
incident] we saw we needed to get
together. We have feelings, and we
are all here to build our lives."
fugelsang said one main purpose

contributing writer

s

ANGELA. TI.IUI.Yisraflartist

were making money at it so we kept doins it."
The book fair staff presently consists of six

fuU-time employees and about 40 pan-ti me
employees, including Bvans' four children.
· The Evans family bas always enjoyed
reading, and the fact that they have been able to
successfully combine business and pleasure is
especially rewardinJ..
"'t's a business," Evans said, "but we enjoy
it very much."
Tbe Gn!en Valley Book Fair offers 250,000
new books on a variety of topics, from the

FAaY page 11
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Fall Fling fosters awareness
about handicapped citizens
by NeU-Marie Laugbland

+

of the event was to "get things
moving in the right direction" after
lbe tensions that came of last spring's
incident.
The day was to act as a "building
bridge" between the Hi spanic

Music blared from the Sigma Phi Epsilon
house Tuesday nighr. as up to 40 mentally
retarded citizens and volunteers filled the
basement for the second annual Fall Fling.
Sponsored by the Council for Exceptional
Children, Ibis party provided a night for fun,
dancing, refreshments, games and music,
according to Kurt Hulett, president of CEC and
coordinator of the Fall Fling.
HuJen said that the goal of the evening was
10 ..improve advocacy and awareness."
Senior Julie Davis, secretary of CEC. said
she was "impressed with the turnout. There are
a lot of people here from the community. I
think the volunteers are doing a great job."
Junior Matt Chang, who auended the event
Tuesday, said, " I think it's great to get the
community and JMU involved in these
activities."
freshman Mark Simpson, who also attended
the event, said he felt that holding the event
was a good idea. He said, "I felt cautious at
first. but now I'm more comfortable."
The program coordinators focus on the
"idea that it is imponant that the Individuals
wilb disabilities get into the community. It's
best for everyone involved," Hulett said.
Most of the citizens came from homes for
the mentally retarded serving Harrisonburg.
These houses make up the Pleau nt View
~·

At these homes. the residents are grouped
according to abilities, amount of care needed,
age and gender. according to CEC coordinator
Mike Hughes. The focus is on affection. care
and teaching, he sajd.
Despite the efforts made through the CE!C.
Hughes said he thinks lhere is still a lack of
attention from the community given to
handicapped people.
He said. '"There's not a lot of recognition in
the commu nity or on campus for the
handicapped."
Sigma Phi Epsilon was the first on Greek
Row to volunteer for CEC. according to Hulen.
"They ' ve paved the way for us ," he said,
referring to the fraremity.
"We've been working with tbe Greek
orgaruzations, and they have helped to get (the
citizens] into the community. [SPE] has been
surprisingly supportive," Hulett said.
Accordins to Hulett, his fraternity
volunteers its brothers and pays for food,
drinks and decorations. They also volunteer the
use of their basement
Junior Trey Stafford, a member of SPE.
said, ..It's a good idea and a good chance to get
us involved in the community. We always have
a good time. What is great is when I can
recognize familiar faces."
The fraternity holds two activities Jjke the
Fall Fling per aemester. The other is a larger
party, held in the Phillips Center Ballroom.
Stafford said, "At the spring party, there are
.
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SHARE

Students Helping Area Residents Endure
First Annual !;ll & ALA Camp-A-Thon
For Mercy House
Starts Sund'!)' at Midnight ~
on the Commons /MDCT~

U)IAIIJGOI
Serving real Mexican food!
• UJ!fCII IPBCIAI. $2.,
(JKCDJDD DIW. 1•••n

a at•••GB)

• .nGBTAaiAII DIIBBI

• c•wn our .&v•nA••

• OPBN WNCB a DJIICIUa

"If You Care, SHARE" J.~~ ~~...

432-9019

1921 SOUTH tiiJ4 STET
I4MISCNIM,- 22101

(703) 433--2515

JAWA
130

$749.00

The Downtown Lunch Shuttle schedule is as follows:
(Bus Marked Downtown, Available to all students, faculty & staff)

AMSTERDAM
P~S

FRANKFURT
PRAGUE

MEXICO C.
110 Dl JANEIRO
JOHANNESBURG
TOKYO

$11S
$119
$119
$1S9
$149
$4:1S

$699
$369

Fares arc cxh way based oo a round trip
purchast from Was~on DC. Sludcnt or
Flculty ID may be ~uircd. Taxes & sur·
char&cs oot indudcd. Fares subject to

cJiaa&c.

FI..EI "St..., tr.wll"

aapziJacl

Godwin
Vamer
Anthony-Seeger
Miler
Municipal B.
Valley Books
Rocklnaham Co. Office
N. MasoniE.Market
5. Mason/Water
N. MasoniRMH
Miller
Anthony-Seeger
Hoffman
Godwin

11:3511:37
11:39
11:40
11:42
11:44
11:47
11:51
11:52
11:53
11:54
11:56
11:58
12:00

12:05
12:07
12:09
12:10
12:12
12:14
12:17
12:21
12:22
12:23
12:24
12:26
12:28
12:30

12:35
12:37
12:39
12:40
12:42
12:44
12:47
12:51
12:52
12:53
12:54 '
12:56
12:58
1:00

1:05
1:07
1:09
1:10
1:12
1:14
1:17
1:21
1:22
1:23
1:24
1:26
1:28
1:30
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Laser printers In Converse and
Harrison Halls labs now on FLEX

Senior Gary Vaupan, a computer lab assistant in the two
labs. said w~ that all the laser priDlers in bocb labs now
openae with FLEX accounts. Previously SIUdents could pay for
luer copies wilb Versa or FLEX accounts. The complete
switchover in the two labs was made between the time of the
front pqe article on tbe Vena system in Monday's Breeze and
Wednesday.

JMU students needed as tutors

1be Center for Service-Learning is looking for JMU students
interested In tutoring elementary. middle and high school
students.
Tutors are needed In alaebra, Spanish, biology. English
Uteratwe and gene('8) stUdy skills.
Anyone intereated in lhia opportunity to connect with the
community and make a difference in the life of a younger student
should con1aCl Christy at the Center for Service-Learning office
in Taylor Hall, rm. 205, or call her at X6366.

Susplcloua Peraon

police reporter
~pollee repolt the folowi)g:

Aauult Met Bllttery

• A dispute between two roommates reportedly resu~ed In one
IOOrMIIte III8IMing the other In Weaver Hall between 8:~ and 9
p.m.Oct.2.
An officer refemld the matter to student affairs and advised the
vlc:tlm of his rt;a to file criminal charges.
• A female student reportedly was grabbed from behind and
pushed agalnat an outside wd of the Delta Gamma sorority house
112:11 a.m. Oct 3 by an tndentilied lnclvidual.
Prior to the attl(lk, the victim had seen the indlvldoal riding a
bl1c:e on Port Republic Road.
The student reportedly defended herself and asked the
lndMcbll his name. The lndMcMI reportedly stated a name.
An Individual with that name lives In the county, but does not
I'DIICtt the deectfption provided k) polce.
The lndMdual was de8cribed as a black male with a slim build
~ about 140 potllda and about 5 feet 5 inches tal with a
light complexion. The individual was wearing a gray hooded
swellshirt at the time.

ABC VIolation
• Sixteen lndvtduals incftdng one juvenile were charged judicially
with possessing an ootagged keg of beer In a suite in Chappelear
Hall1110:24 p.m. Sept.~.
An i1vestigation continues to determine who purchased the keg
from Mike's Mnl Mart. Charges are pending.

WSFILE
Teleconference to address media

..Journalism and Justice: The Media and the O.J. Simpson
Case," a Uve teleconference aired from Los Angeles on Oct. 11,
will focus on issues sunounding the media's coverage of tbe O.J.

Simpsoo murder case.

1be teleconference will be broadcast via satellite to Taylor
Hall. nn. 306. All students are welcome to come.
The discUJsion, led by Harvard law Professor Charles
Ogletree, will center around tbe issues of accuracy and fairness in
the media and will talk about how to resolve the conflict between
tbe freedom of the press and the right to a fair trial.

TreepaulnaiBreach of Peace

• Non-student "fiavld S. Harris, 24, of Harrisonburg was arrested
and charged with trespassing and breach of peace by a
Hatrieonburg pollee offioer at the Stone House on Warsaw Street at
10:33 p.m. Oct. 3.
Hanls degedly was harassing a JMU employee. He had been
served a trespass notice before for previously harassing the
~.

Bolh campus poke and Harrisonburg police responded.

Dangeroua PractJcee
• Two siUdents were charged judicially with swimming in Newman
Lalce at 2:10a.m. Oct. 1.
The students repof1edy were seen dressing near the Sigma Pi
fratenity house.

• Officers Investigated a suspicious person In ~ at 5:10am.
Oct. 3.
The non-student reportedly claimed that he had a friend in
Giffoo:l Hall. A ched< revealed the Individual was an acqualntanoe
of a Glffcxd resident.

o..tructlon of Public Property
• Two students were charged judicially with tearing a basketball
hoop from a backboard at Chappelear Hall at 11:55 p.m. Sept. 30.

Grand Larceny
• Unidentified Individuals allegedly stole five Shure brand
microptlones from the Music Building between Sept. 10 and 26.
The microphones are valued at $500.
• Unidentified Individuals alegedly stole a white Giant Moultaln
Cruiser 21 -speed bike from the Eagle Hall bike rack between 11
p.m. Sept. 27 and 6 p.m. Sept. 29.
The bike was secured with a U-lock which was also missing.
The bike Is valued at $270.
• Unidentified Individuals allegedly stole a Specialized Slump
Jumper 21 -speed 18 Inch mountain bike from the Sigma Nu
fraternity house between 5 p.m. Sept. 30 and 3 p.m. Oct. 1.
Also stolen were a special accessory seat, shocks, bat ends,
brake booster and front tire.
The bike was secured with a Kryptonite lJ..Iock
The bike Is valued at $986.
Pe~Larceny

• Unidentified Individuals allegedly stole a Virginia Ucense plate
OOTIS from the rear of a car parl<ed in W.Jot between 6 p.m. Sept.
30 and 2 p.m. Oct. 1.

Breach of Peace
• Student Craig S. Gibowtcz, 19, of Oakton, was arrested and
charged with breach of peace and drunk In public at the rear of the
lambda Chi Alpha fraternity house at 11:12 p.m. Sept. 30.
Glbowlcz reportedly was told twice to stop shouting obscenities
at a Greek coordinator and lnstruc1ed to go back Into the Lambda
Chi Alpha house where he is a resident.

Alcohol Poisoning
• A student reportedly suffered alcohol poisoning at the Alpha
Kappa Lambda fraternity house at 12:23 am. Oct.1.
The student was transported to the Rockingham Memorial
Hospkal emergency room for treatment.
The student was referred judicially and underage consumption
POU CE LOG page 10

Prejudice reduction workshop

..Stretcbjng the Mind and Operung the Heart," a prejudice
reduction wortc:shop sponsored by Allies. a group devoted to
bringing an enhanced understanding in the Shenandoah Valley, is
scheduled for Oct. 9 from 6-9:30 p.m. at Trinity Presbyterian
Church.

The participatory workshop provides an opportunity to
explore knowledge and feelings related to the gay, lesbian and
bisexual community.
The prosmn will offer self-exploration, discussion, learning,
personal stories and an opportunity for increased awareness
about this community.
Trinity Presbyterian Church is located at South High Street
and Maryland Avenue in Hanisonburg.
Refreshments will be provided, and participants are asked to
conlribure a $ 1S donation.

Greek aroups to raise charity funds

1be BplliOn Mu chapter of Siama Pi fraternity and the Beta
Epsiloo c:bapcer oC the Alpba Sigma Alpha sorority at JMU wiU
be CIOIIdlctina a 24-bour-a-day Camp-a·thon on the commons to
benefit Mercy House of Harrisonburg.
1be event wiU begin on Oct. 10 at 12 a.m. and will conclude
Oct. 14 • S p.m.

Mercy House will receive all the proceeds to further
iucommitment in belping families in the Sbeoandoah Valley .

• BARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 402, S p.m.
• Baptist Srudenl Union Fellowship, BSU Center,
5:30p.m.
• Pre-veterinary meeting, Burruss Hall, rm. 243, 7 p.m.
• Pre-pharmacy Informational Forum, Miller Hall,
rm. 224. 7 p.m.
• Alpha Epsilon Delta discussion about medical school
admission with guests from tbe Medical College of
Virginia. Burruss Hall, rm. 238, 7 p.m.
• Clean Up Conpu meeting, Jackson Hall, nn. 103,
7:30p.m.
• "Prime Time," Campus Crusade for Chrisr weekly
large--group meeting, Wan-en Hall Highlands Room.
8p.m.
• Encore Series: The Red Star Army Chorus and Dance
&semble, Wilson Hall, 8 p.m. CaD X7000 for tickets.

• Disability Awareness Dayal Valley Mall, Leggett's
Coun, IOam.-9 p.m.
• "Does College Connecr with the Real World?" a panel
discusslon hosted by the Coll~ge of LetLerS and Sciences
and the Science Applications lnremational Corporation.
W811'ell Hall Highlands Room, 3 p.m.
• JMU Physics Seminar. ''Hawaiian and Icelandic
Volcanoes: Internal Structure, Magma Dynamics and
Consttuctivc:.-Destructive Evolution," presented by Dr.
Michael Ryan, MUier Hall. rm. 109, 3: IS p.m.
• Agape Christian Fellowship meeting, Taylor Hall,
rm. 400. 6 p.m.
• Baptist Studenr Union Friday Night Bible study, BSU
Center, 7 p.m.

Wadley to host Informative session

1be Women's 1uua Networtc: Ia lpOIIIOring a question-andon die topic of aflirmltive action at JMU on Oct.
11 It 12 p.m. in the Warren Hall Piedmont Room.
Jame~ WM.ley, JMU affinnllive ICtioo officer, wiU lead the
seuioa. Amooa Wadley's reapooaibiUties are to facilitale faculty
aod IIUdca WOibbopl on.........._ iuues, monitor faculty and
adminiSII'Itive recruitment. and investipte ac11 of ctiiCI'iminMion.
aDiwer _ . , .

• Men'• Field Hockey: JM1J vs. Temple. Bridgeforth
Stadium, 1 p.m.

• JMU Arbon=aun t.ecture, Interpretive Center, 2 p.m.

Arboretum director Dr. Norlyn Bodkin discusses fall
foliage coloration. Free

J
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continued from page 3

continued from

reenter after their wound is patChed,

the board. I give them an idea of how

she said.

the university runs on a student
level," Karwan said.
Karwan also spoke about
activities planned for Homecoming
Week, starting Oct. 17. Some
activities she said were on the
schedule included a banner contest,
volleyball, pep rally, bonfire. step
show and the field festival.
" We are trying to get students
involved and p syched for
Homecoming. We just want to try
and make people proud or their
school," Karwan said.
• Committee Reports: Buildings
and Grounds Chair At-large Sen.
Cathy Manderficld spoke about
planning the annual Christmas on the
Quad program and looking at bike
paths. The committee will be
analyzing lighting on campus.
At-Large Sen. Ben Rodgers
explained how the Cuniculum and
Instruction Commiuee will be
looking at plus and minus grades
counting on grade point averages.
Seo. Jami Jones (Wayland Hall)
usted ideas the Student Services
Committee had as goals to look into
this year. lbey include better seats 81
basketball games. off-campus cadets.
extended library hours and improving
the health center.
"We are going to work as hard os
we can because there is a lot or
student interest." Jones said.
• Freshman Sen. Sam Maheshwari
was chosen by the SGA Executive
Council to attend a November
leadership conference with the
executive officers.
Six people applied and two were
chosen to be interviewed.

People with HIV contracted the
disease from nor only anal, oral or
vaganal sex but from shooting IV
drugs, raking needle-injected
steroids, or gelling tanoos or body
piercing with non-sterile equipment,
Winters said. She pointed out,
however, that HIV cannot be
contracted from casual contaCL
Vida Huber, head of the JMU
nursing department, also spoke at the
lecture. She said the Valley AIDS
Network provides psychological
counseling to AJOS patients. The
nursing department also organizes a
peer educmion group that works with
the Valley AIDS Network.
"Learning about HIV has really
made on impact on the nursing
students," Huber said.
The lecture s tressed the
importance for the Shenandoah
Valley and the JMU community to
realize HJV is not strictly an urban
problem. "Being in a rural
community is hard because we have
very unique problems, like being
scattered around a large area," Huber
said.
JMU is now planning an HJV
center in conj unction with the
nursing department Although in its
infancy, the center hopes to include
many benefits for students.
Senjor Tiffanie Rosier, who work.s
with the Valley AIDS Network and
also attended the lecture. said she
thinks the speakers were effcctlve.
" h was interesting to see how
these speakers responded to the
community and its unique concerns
as a rural area," Rosier said.

and dnrlk In public d\arges are pending.
• A ltudtri reportecty denld llcohof
poisoning at the Sigma PI fraternity
house 111:11 a.m. Oc:l1.
A rescue squad transported the
student to the Rockingham Memorial
Hospital emergency room for trealmenl
Orunk In pOOilc charges are pending.

Alcohol Related Injury
· • A female student reportedly fell and
suffered a laceration to her fOfthead as a

result of alcohol consumption at 12:49
a.m. Oct. 1.
Two female students reportedy were
observed assisting the lnj'ured student.
A rescue squad transported the
student to the Rockingham Memorial
Hospital emergency room.
The student was referred judidalty.

Underage Contumptlon of
Alcohol
• Three students were charged
judicially with underage consumption of
•alcohol In G·lol at 1:51 a.m. Oct. 2.

Number of drunk In public charges Issued
since Aug. 28: 33
Number ol parking tickets Issued
between Sept. 27 and Oct. 4: 633

Rugby Injury
• Three Individuals reportedly were
Injured dur1ng a Rugby match on Godwin
Field between 5 and 6 p.m. Ocl 1.
Two of the Individuals were
transported to the ~ Memorial
Hoepi1al emergency room. The other was
treated at the scene.

Tampering
Detector

Hal It
p.m. Oc:l 1.
The flrl deplmMn reepalded to the
lncidlrt.
• A:truh can reportedly burned In a
aecond floor men's bllhroom of Warren
Hill at 11:47 p.m. Oct. 1. The fire was
extinguished by a 8tUdn.
The fire department rHponded and
made SUI8 the fire had not spread. The
fire department then exhausted the
smoke with ejector fans.

With

Fire

• Unidentified individuals allegedly
activated a fire alarm In Eagle Hall at
2:47 a.m. Oct 2.
The detector reportedly was loose
and had water In ll Water was also foood
on the floor.

Hanfsonburg police report the following:

Aggravated Aasault
• An aggravated assault reportedly
occurred at 243 Kelley St. at 5:45 p.m.
Sepl25.

Assault
• An assd r~oc:amld 81880
Port Reptillic Rd. 1112:.15 a.m. Sept. 25.
• An 8S8IIAt reportetty occurred at 829
NorHeld Ct. at 4:46 a.m. Sepl27.
• An assault repoft8dy oc:amld at 300
W. Grace St. at 10 a.m. Sept. 7:1.
• An assault reportedly occurred at
3330 S. Main St. al2 a.m. Oct. 1.

Fire

Curae and AbuM

• An unidentified Individual reportedly
threw a cigarette Into dry mulch, setting ~
on fire and destroying two shrubs near

• An Incident of curse and abuse
repofte<ly occurred at 207-301 Vine St.
at 10:30 p.m. Sept. 29.

• Amea wHcle I'IIIOitiCIY ... IIOien
from 1400 E....._. Sl belWeen 11 p.m.
Sept. '0 and 6:30a.m. Sept. 28.
• A moklr vehide repol1ecly was alden
from 1390 Huneera Rd. at 2 a.m. Sept.
28.

Burga.y

• A burallrY repor1ecty occurred at 400
S. High St. betWeen 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Sept. 28.

Larceny
• A larceny reportedly occurred at
1400-419 E. Marl<et St. between 1 p.m.
Sept. 28 and 12:15 a.m. Sept. 29.
• A larceny reportecly occurred at 1995
E. MarMt St. between 10 p.m. Sept. 28
and 5:05a.m. Sept. 29.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 714
Chicago Ave. between 6 p.m. Sept. 28
and 12:51 p.m. Sept. 29.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 48
Kenmonl St. between 6 p.m. and Sept
28 and 8 a.m. Sept 29.
• A laroany reportecly occurred at 1751
S. ttgh St. at 9 p.m. Sept 29.
• AllrtMy reponacly occurred at 1007
S. Main St. at 1:10 a.m. Sept. 30.
• A tan:.ny reporle(ly occurred 111995
E. Mllklt St. belwaen 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Sept. 30.
• A larceny reportedy occurred at 179
E. Washklgton St. between 3 p.m. and 4
p.m. Sept. 30.
• A lllt*1y repot1edy occurred at 1925
E. MarUI St. at 9:30p.m. Sept. 30.
• Alatceut=v occurred at 1001
S. High St.
12:30 p.m. and 1:15
p.m.Oct. 1.
• A larceny reportedy occurred at 207
Vine St. between 10 p.m. Oct. 1 and 11
a.m. Ocl2.

The Joshua Wilton

House

Inn and

Qestouront;

~CAFE
DESIGNE::D F-OR Ct\SUAL DINir'-1G.

• sunroorn and patio
• affordable dining
• homemade breads and desserts

•

Thursday, Oct. 6, 3-6 p.m.

For fine
dining,

199-C WINE PRICE HALL

back into
history at the

Come celebrate
National
I
~

• rotating menu

take a step

• unique beverages

100-year-old
Victorian Mansion.
Craig and Roberta Moore

are noced lhroughout the
Shenandoah Valley for their

excellent and unique cuisine.
FINE DINING HOURS
TUES • SAT 5:30-CLOSE

Reservations suggested

..

• no reservations

Festlva_l_
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communily and the Harriaonburg
community, Puaelaana aaid. "but a
lot of the white population [of
HarrisonburaJ who were inviled,
didn 'tsbow up."
The guests wbo did atlend the
festival were greeted with music and
dancina by two local bands,
Persecucion, a Hispanic band, and
Bayou Boys, a local white group.
Also featured at lbe celebration
were traditional Latin American
dishes, including chicken and rice,
enchiladas, and tacos.
The gatheren at the festival didn't
seem to let the events of the early
afternoon ruin their day.
Yolanda Blake, a member of the
Hispanic community who attended
the event said s he "saw many
American people asking many
questions.
''They looked very interested," she
said.
Rigoberto Perez, who anended the
festival, said the festival's purpose
was "to get to know the culture and
an of the different countries.''
Although he said be and other
members of the Latin American
community he knows "didn't know
what 10 think" of the violent threatS,
the day was enjoyable.
Olguin said the Hispanic
Committee is trying to make a
"custom" of such events by creating
other activities to pull community
members together.
The next project Is working on
creating a museum-type exposition in
which to display the culture and art
of Latin American countries.

conventional, with sections on
history aod children's books, to the
sUPtty mcn controversial, including
a small bookshelf sports the title
"Fiction for the '90s: Gay and
Lesbian"- all at prices discounted
up lO 90 percent.
The fair is able to sell the books at
such a discounted price because they
buy in bulk from many different
'publishers, Evans Slid.
They purchase the books by lots,
not titles, so they're not sure exactly
whal they are going to get until they
arrive, she said. The only thing they
may know in advance is the
categories the books fall Into.
"A lot of people ask me if we can
get more quilting books, or this book
or that book. but we can't order that
way," she said.
"If we can get a book at a price
that we can sell it for so little, then
we buy it," she said.
The secret to keeping the prices
low is buying in bulk and keeping the
overhead low. Evans said, which
they accomplish by purchasing
wisely and work.ing hard.
Paul Lavy, a 23-year-old
Harrisonburg resident, is a part-time
staff member at the book fair and an
avid reader.
"This place is a little tempting."
Lavy said. "I can get a lot of books
here, but then I don't have the time to
read them because I have to work.''
Christine Wade, a junior at Turner
Ashby High School and a pan-lime
cashier during fair days, said, " 1 plan
to take advantage of some of these
great bargains."
According to Evans, one of the
book fair's largest sellers is
children's books, a fact she said she

Some interviews for this story were
conducttd ;,. Spanish, ar~d some
quotes were translated into English.

finds encouraging in today's youth.
"If you Usten to the news, you get
the idea that kids aren't reading any
more .. but here the children wiU be
sitting around. reading their books
while they wait for their parents," she
said.
"If you let them read what they
want to read, they are reading."
The Green Valley Book Fair
recently expanded its advertising
efforts placing ads in area
news papers and creating travel
brochures.
Today the fair attracts not only
local residents but aJso visitors from
larger areas such as Richmond.
Roanoke, Washington and from as
far away ns Canada.
"This is really an event," Evans
said. "It's not something you could
come to every single day."
A sense of community abounds at
the fair.
Local church groups. area high
schools and various other fund
raisers set up tables of delicious
country cooking outside the event,
and Evans sa1d a charity auction is
planned for Oct. 15-16.
MWe try to be accommodating.
We try to have it so people can come
and raise money for their projec1s,"
Evans said.
Fair dates for the remainder of
1994 include Oct. 8-9, Nov. 25-27
and Dec. 3-4. and the 1995 book fair
schedule includes 10 weekends. more
than any previous year.
Asked about the fair' s success,
Evans humbly said, " I just think
people really enjoy being out in the
counrry,"
There will be a follow-up story
about tlu! success of the Book Fair in
Monday's issue of The Breeze.

cont/nued from page 7

more fraternit y and sorori ty
volunteers. It's a lot of fun··
The voluntee~ also arrange trips
to movies and plays at GraftonStovallllleatre.
According to Hughes. thl\ " done
in the hopes that the communlly tan
become more aware of the activiue'
available to the d1sablcd.
For example, the Harri sonburg
Department of Parks and Recreation
sponsored a Dandelion Day Camp
this summer. This week- lon~t camp

provided the chi ldren with the
opportunity to try swimming, crafts
and games.
Also. on Oct. 7 . more than 40
organizations that serve individuals
with disabilities will be at Leggett's
Court in Valley Mall for Disability
Awareness Day.
Hulett is also working on
arrangi ng trips to JM U football
games.
The goal is to get them involved
and comfortable w1th the campus. he
said.

MELISSA PALLADINOicomriburinx photogmphfr

At the Fall Fling Tuesday evening at Sigma Phi Epsilon, junior
Laura Horton dances with one of the guests. The event was
sponsored by the Council for Exceptional Children.

TIMEX

FITNESS
W
E
E K
October 1G-14
World's Largest Aerobics Class • Godwm Gym. 6:00p.m.
Bring two cans of food to use as hand weights. The food will be
donated to Valley AIDS Network. (AJI other aerobic classes canceled
10110)

Wtllness Challenge Triathlon • Godwin Wellness Center, 6:00 p.m.
3 person teams (male. femaJe & coed) complete on Airdyne.
Stairmasters and Concept II Rowers. (Preregister in Godwin 213 or
on The Commons today).
"Show Zoo" Fitting AlhletJc Sboes - Taylor 203, Noon.

Timex CondUJon C~petitJon - Bridgeforth Stadium
6:45p.m.- Rcgislmtion. 7:00p.m.· Competition begins.
Compete in mile run. shuule run sit-ups, I00 meter dash and
push-ups. Male and female winrlers receive a Timex lronman watch.
(Preregistration in Godwin 213 or on The Commons Loday).
In-Line Skate Demonstration and Workshop (co-sponsored by Ski
and Skate)
Demonstration on The Commons at Noon.
Workshop on the basketball courts behind Mr. Chips al 6:30 p.m.

Now you have two ways to get cash on campus 24 hours a day. Use
our ATM at Gibbons Hall. Or use our new machine at the Parking
Lot G Bus Stop. And if you are a CommonWealth One member,
there's no fee to use either machine. To inquire about membership,
stop by our branch office in Gibbons HaJJ or call 568-7831 .

~ Co.mm.on~One
- - - Pulwal Crfldit Union

' .•

Fun Walklllua (co-sponsored with cl>EK). Check in al Hanson Field
aL4:45 p.m. A 3-mile course. Priz.e awarded for top 3 (male and
female) fullshers and lor close5t predicted time. (Registration fee $5).

Frw Wript Worbbop. Godwin 218, 9:00 p.m. Learn to set up a
program, as well as proper lifting and spotting techniques.
New Games -4:00 p.m. on Godwin Field.
Join the Natural Highs crew for a fun afternoon of games that
combine oompetition, fun lind Conum.tnity building. No particular
stUis required, just a detft 10 have ton. (co-spotuored by Natural
Highs .00 Interfaith Campus Minjttries).

....., How"*-CIIIit "Gtthtlt Get IM! ... Po....-W......
':1~-p.rn., meeut HUIIide ~Center.
- .: f.. .·
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EDITORIAL
I HAf£ HAVING
10 'Bf /wJAY ...

Dare•••
A dart to the "backward" individual who gave a
dart to CISAT, claiming it didn't exist and did not
like the "expensive" plans to build buildings and
bridges. How do you think the other "colleges" at
JMU were started? Are your classes in buildings?

Stnt in by someoM who is excited abolll progress
at JMU and tired ofin.dividuiJJs who feel
"threaJened" by CJSAT and other programs which
are strengthening the prestige ofJMU.

Pal...

Dr. Carrier, \Vhere have you gone?

0

n the second floor of Wilson Hall there is a rather
unassuming doorway, one you would hardly notice if
ac:cldentally wandering up there. If you missed the
sign on the door of room 20S, you might mistake it
for a storage room or some other unimportant area.
The sign proclaims the door as the entrance to lhe office of
the most powerful man at IMU, Dr. Ronald Carrier.
The fact that his office is In a little-traveled pan of the
campus, the second floor of Wilson houses administration
offices, and students rarely darken its balls, iUusttates something
rather important, in an off-hand way. The less-than-traveled
location of his office stands as a metaphor for a recent lack of
personal interaction and visibility that is felt between the student
body and the man who heads their community.
~ was a time, very recently in fact, when, at any given
moment, students could see "Uncle Ron" walking around
campus, just getting out to visit all 11.000 of his nieces and
nephews. He might even show up at 0-baU, asking to sit down
and enjoy the chicken dish of the day at a table full of students.
The point is. he was always Interested in getting out and seeing
how the campus and his students were doing. He was always
ready to stop and talk for a few minutes, to bear the gripes and
concerns and compliments, and even just chat about the weather
with the group for whom he has cared so much all these years.
the students.
For more than 20 years Carrier has been a public and
accessible college and university president. There have been
numerous changes of all sizes and magnitudes taking place
around Wilson Hall throughout his tenure, and through it all,
students had always seen him as something more than a
university president. He had been regarded as someone who
really cares about our little community.
One of the selling points of JMU has, in fact, been the
gregarious and outgoing nature of our president. People knew
and would talk of "Uncle Ron" as if he was just another one of
the guys to look for at the commons.
Something has been changing over the past several years,
however, and was solidified over the summer when Executive
Vice President Linwood Rose assumed a larger responsibility in
the day-to-day operations of JMU. This transfer of ~ponsibility
was made to free up more time for Carrier t:o wort oo lobbying
efforts on behalf of JMU. Carrier is talented at this, and it is a
needed function, but it seems as if be bas become less attached
to the university than he once was because of his new focus.
No one questions Carrier's commitment to IMU or its

students, but we must ask whether or nOt he is losing touch with
the pulJe of the campus. It is nowhere near as common to see
him just walking around anymore. Chicken dinners in 0-hall are
being eaten with just the regular group of friends.
This is reaching, more importantly, to students who don't
know any better. In essence, new students don't feel the same
connection to him, and in tum, t:o the rest of the administration,
as he has always been our link lO them.
When we see that the students' grasp on the upper levels of
JMU Is being diminished now, we have to wonder rather
dubiously about what our connection wiU be as the size of our
university increases markedly. By the year 2004, IMU will
enroll 15,000 students, and unless we, as a university, get back
to a more personal approach to learning and community, this gap
will grow to black-hole proportions. No longer, then, will
catalogues sent to hiah school seniors be able t:o brag about the
administration and its stellar relationship with the students.
In order to keep from be<:omjog an impersonal graduatemaking machine, JMU needs to start from the top down. The
university takes its lead, for the most part. from you Dr. Carrier.
Make that lead something we can all be proud of.
Become involved In the campus community again. Be seen
across campus, get out and talk to your students. Take part in the
issues they are concerned about. Try parking in the commuter lot
or riding the bus to your office one day to see what all the fuss
about the parking problem here is about. Visit with students In
the Ubrary to see how much of a problem they are having doing
research due to lack of materials. Stop by group meedngs like
EQUAL and the Black Student Alliance to see what concerns
are being voiced and to I~ them see that the university cares
about them personally and as a whole.
We are all busy. but if ~ou could take just an hour of your
time daily to get around and communiCate with the students, like
you used to do so often, it would do a large pan in maintaining
the small school feel here that so many students chose JMU for.
As it is now, you, our "Uncle Ron," are more of a second
cousin twice removed. For the most part. the younger members
of our family, freshmen and transfer students, know our
president is Dr. Carrier, they just don't know he's "Uncle Ron."
They have no close sense of identity with him and it's a shame
because both you and they are missing out on something great.
TM howe editoriiJJ is written by o ~r oftM editoriiJJ board
and does not necessarily reflect tM opinion of tM individual
staff~~rs.

Nicole MDdey • • • editor Crca. Newman •.. ~ edllot'
Mark Sldton •• • opiniDn editor K.arm Bolan •.. ewe. ~ e4icor
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An extremely well-deserved pat to Dr. Joanne
Gabbin for organizing the Furious Flower, one of the
most enriching programs ever offered at JMU.
Sent in by the many studenJs across the university
who will never forget being a part of this experience.

Dare•••
A dart to the losers who stole our Derby Days
banner from the back of our house Thesday night.
Sent in by the Della Gammas, who spent two
hours on it buJ wiU win Derby Days without it.'

Pal...
A pat to Dr. James J. Leary, 1994 Carl Harter
Distinguished Teacher, for having the personal
courage to speak out and uphold high academic
principles at all times and, most recently, at the
September Honors Dinner.
Sent in by professors Louise Loe and Caroline
Marshall, who are proud to be Dr. Leary's
colleagues.

Dare•••
A shut-your-face dart to that group of mostly
straight "girls" who didn't care for my Trix bunny T-

sbirt. If you don't like it, you don't! You girls better
check your beliefs because by saying I sbouJdn't
wear my shirt you contradict your freedom of choice
ideal.
Sent in by that dolt who lilces a good laugh as
much as any other dolt - or mostly straiglu girl.

Pal...
A big-hearted pat to the person who mailed back
the newspaper and very important letter to my exboyfriend. You may not be aware of what you did.
but I will never forget ... and neither will be. Thank
you.
Sent in by a girl who now believes that there
really are· nice people our there.

.

.
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Students have become apathetic;

being the ..greatest university in the South," and I can't identify

a single spark of resistance among us. lbey' ve even lowered our
graduation ~uirements to I 20 credits. This may be a relief to
some, but to me it says, •'Get them in and out: There are brighter
and better students just beyond the horizon." I'm starting to feel
more like a premature part of JMU's history than a vital, active
member.

begin resisting negative change

To the Editor:
About one week ago, I was volunteering at an alumni
dinoer. The class with whom I was supposed to eat and chat
was the class of '74.
I happened to sit at a table with a man who was rather
poUtJcally active at JMU in his day. I heard stories about a
nwd\ on Hillcrest House (when Carrier lived on campUs) to
procest a new visitation policy, and about a monumental sitIn It Wilson HaJJ intended to promote ..lifestyle freedom,"
which resulted in the expulsion of several students. The man
was very passionate in his reminiscing, so I acted like I
completely understood where be was coming from , when
actually I was a bit confUsed.
The alumni were presented witb a slide show and
infonnadon ~e~~ion lbout the progress and future, 110( the
present, of JMU.
CISAT was explained, stressing the beautiful $100
million buiJdiq being COI'IStiUded starting this fall, the plan
to increase the number and caliber of incoming students
significantly by the year 2000, Carrier's plan for
"restructuring" the curriculum in order to reach some goal
set by a distant state administration, and the very "practical
and beneficent" cutting of courses by 15 percent in every
department (except in CISAT, of course) so there can be
more sections of general, huge and boring courses designed
only to fiU liberal studies ~rements.
At the end of the presentation, the man looked at me and
asked, "So, what's being done about this?" I was puzzled,
"Um, nothing, I guess."
He was talcen aback: "Well, how do the students feel
about these changes and cuts?" Suddenly J was struek by my
own apathy. I am not happy about this, I thought, nor is
anyone else I've taiJced with.
The man responded to my silence by turning away with
a sad look on his face. "Wow," I heard rum mutter, "JMU
certainly HAS been restructured."
I am so frustrated with myself for being so passive, but
the truth is, I just don't feel any kind of unity among
students which would be strong enough to incite a change.
We are the srudents of this university. We are JMU, and we
are being discarded In order to plan a "better" place for the
class of 2004 and beyond.
We are the steps being stomped on as JMU climbs to

Sarah Cuff

eophomore
anthropology

Clearing Clean Up Congress' name;
join club's coalition against North
To the Editor:
I would briefly like to clarify a few points regarding the
controversy with Clean Up Congress and its officers. First,
Woody Holton never threatened a $2 million lawsuit It is 1rue
that lepl action was a possibility if anyone attempted to change
the mission of Clean Up Congress from defeating Oliver North,
but a doUar figure was never mentioned.
Perhaps Mr. Cobb came to this figure when Wo"ody
informed him of Oliver North's $2 million profit from the Iran·
Contra affair and thought it would be a cute retort.
Secondly, the majority of the people at Thursday night's
meeting stayed. Those who left included many new faces who
came to the meeting solely to walk out.
As for membership, we don't have an exact figure because
the "old guard" has conveniently "lost" our original membership
lists. However, our core is very strong. How many of those 650
members have ever been to a single College Republican
meeting?
To those in this controversy, l aslc you to look forward rather
than malce empty accusations about the past. Ultimately, Mr.
Cobb and the others will have to live with their own
consciences. Clean Up Congress meets Thursdays at 7:30 in
Jackson Hall, nn. 103.
If you are for defending the Constitution. protect ing
individual liberties and being honest witb the American people
and feel that Oliver North meets none of these criteria, then
come and join us. Every individual malces a difference.

Brian McEntire
founder
Clean Up Congress

Dishes, cigarettes 8nd ecstacy
Sometimes I wonder if ,..------------------~ my own subjective reality, that
something happened to the world
malces the world go round.
when I wasn't looldng. Kind of
,R
I'm sorry, I'm not usually like
like when you come home and
OTnJ ,.OWeT
this; I' m usua lly so fucking
someone has moved around aU
cheerful J could kill myself. I'm
the furniture, even the light
just reaJJy bitter at the moment. It's
good to be bitter sometimes- it
switches, for God's sake. It's a
rather disconcerting feeling
puts everything in proper
actually.
-Katherine Dimitriou
perspective. It's hope that always
We live In a world of no
gets me.
substance; what is law but a few
There was a ti me when I was
symbols written down on a piece of paper. wruch is nothing nothing but dreams; I had expectations of no less than everything.
more than a degraded tree? We are hollow.
Now in the youth of the night I wallow in the sarcastic sorrow of
We suugJe for perma.oence in a world that is rebuilt every
what I am "owed."
day. It is a world of insolence. instability and contradictions;
J used to believe that to get along in this world all you had to do
and we spend each day of life fearing death. Or then again,
wu hope for everything but expect nothing and then you could
maybe it's just me.
never be disappointed.
Do you trace a note of bitterness in my voice? Yes, you do. I
What a crock of shit. I need to take some more ecstacy so
am angry.
everything will once again be right with the world. Actually that's a
I am anpy at thb wbole fucking world. Wben the moon
lie; I've never taken ecstacy before. I've always wanted to, but I can
shakes and shivers on nights Like this, I can't help but be angry,
never afford any of those designer drugs. I feel like going outside
I jusc don't care enough to. I am angry. I am anpy because no and swinging some stray cau around by their tails., but I can't
matter bow many damn dishes I wash, there wiU be always be
because none of the cats in my neighborhood have tails.
mother one in the sink; no ll\ltter how many showers I take, I
Why do I write this aU down? What am I trying to prove? It
will need DOtber one tomon'Ow; no matter bow many cigarettes
doesn't matter, this article will probably never get printed anyway.
I smoke. I wiU always want another one rigbt after I've finished
What do I care if it does, at least I've made my deadline.
the Last.
I look back at the things that I've written, and I can't beldve I've
Jam anary because no maaer wbat I enjoy, it will probably
wriuen IL I can't believe it came from my band. my mind. What is
be illepl and bec8ule JMU bll a pinko-<:ommie-fucisc bealtb the point?
cenr.er,lnd I am ID8l'Y bec:8wle no IDIIIer bow many times I get
Pa1laps a little pennanence, for whal is writing but words that
burned. I wiD alwtya povd 11 the feet of those who burt me the stay. My name is K.alberioe Anastasia Dimitriou, and I think that I
moll.
am not the same penon I wu yesterday.
I feel lib reality is ablldna beneG me in a blurry myth of
SopltomorY KtlllwriM DimllrloM nally is a plt!tuanl persOft, w
self-perception, kiDd of like tbe fint time I took acid. It was the
ftnt lime I ..abed IIIII it '"' adler people' a perception md not jtut 1•1.r a link fnutratU IOfMiilftu.
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Fighting time
& living life
Okay. I have exactly 20 minutes to write this column. No
more, no less. After I' m finished typing this I have to run
over to Anthony-Seeger to submit it, then go to dinner, then
go to a Sex Week discussion on lesbianism, then come home
and write a paper, read a book and study for a stat test. After
all of this J get to go to sleep for exactly six hours before the
sun rises tomorrow, and I make my list of things I just must
get done. Phew! Okay, only 19 minutes left.
This whole concept of time keeps getting me down. What
If time didn' t exist ... well, I guess we wouldn't really exist.
I don't mean to get phllosophical though. I'm straying from
the point, which was ... oh, yeah. time, speaking of. only 18
and a half minutes left. lf I could only type a linle bit faster.
The clock drowns out the sound of my typing with its
incessantticlctock, ticktock. Time seems to move too quickly
in my life. I never seem to have the time to do everything I
want to do. Doesn't it seem like professors assign 30 hours
of work to do in only a 24-hour day? h does to me. How am
I supposed to enjoy 0 -hall with some friends that I haven't
seen in ages when I bave that srupid stat test hanging over
my head?

Guest Columnist
- Emily Impett
Now that only 16 minutes remain. I guess l should get to
the point. The ideas are America and time, and since I don' t
have very much time to work on this, this might not be
organiz.ed in the best fashion. But, oh well. that's the way it
goes. I must sacrifice quality for quantity, as usual. I've
always felt like Americans have a warped view of time.
Everything has to be new, and Americans are always
looking to press on, c reate new identities , e lect new
presidents every four years. We live in s uch a timeconscious society that we allot ourselves cenajn spans of
time to get things accomplished. like this column.
Everything is so fast-paced that we never have time to sit
back and enjoy time, we' re always trying to beat it. We pack
a million things into a day and barely have time to reflect on
everything that we've accomplished. My normal day
consists of hundreds of activities. Should this be nonnal?
Thineen minutes left. We live in such a goal-oriented
country that we always look forward to the millions of
things left to do and never reflect on many of the quite
meaningful things we've actually done. One of my friends
made a list of the I00 things she wants to do before she dies,
and believe me, she's checking tbem off along the way.
She'll be 85 with a crumpley, yellowing piece of notebook
paper when she'll realize that she's a bit too old 10 actually
climb Mt. Everest.
In tbls fast-paced world, we've lost the pure enjoyment
of time. It goes too quickly for us to enjoy it though. I' m a
sophomore, yet I feel like I'm almost about to receive my
diploma. I worry about finding a job or going to grad school.
when in reality I have two and a half more years to enjoy.
Enjoy, yeah, if I can find time in between the 544 more
papers I have left to write before I graduate.
What I'm wondering ls, does anyone else feel this way?
Am I the only person that has tO sprint home from 0 -hall to
write an endless string of papers? Does anyone else bring
their books into D-hall so that after a 15 minute span of time
aloued to eat. they can stan in on their stat homework for the
night? And if other people like me do ellist. can we stan a
suppon club for each other in our time of stress? It would be
kind of like. " Hi, my name is Emily. and I don't even have
time to auend this meeting. See ya." I don't even have
enough time to go to a suppon group that would help me
witb my problem of dealing with time ... it's a sickening
situation that I just can't win.
We seem to be moving forward too quickly. Ob Ood,
I'm typing a mile a minute because only 3 minutes remain. I
try to slow down, but something drives me on. Maybe it's
hunger because I've planned to eat at 6:00, and I didn't have
time to eat lunch today. U sts. qendas. itineraries. We have
tons of words for schedules. Could I just one day not plan
my life out. not adhere to this consumlng word called time?
ALII can say is . . . (there's no time left to say it, it's been 20
minutes).
Gw11 CoiMIMlst Emily lmpett is a soplromon with too
mw:la time on lt.r ltattds.
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DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T JUST KILL
. DRUNK DRIVERS.

. ,.

Alonzo Drake, killed 3117/91 aU0:53pm on Robbins Rd., Harvest, AL.
Next time your friend insists on driving drunk, do whatever it takes to
slop him.
Because if he kills innocent people. how will you live with yourself?

g

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

~

~

TBEJASONr 'fw'key~ Bacon, .••..• ·•• 4.6o 7
Melted Prowolone, W/Worb
THE BRONX ZOO. Ham, Turkey, ao.t Beef. . • . . • S.3S
Bacon, Mebed Proftlone
THE GAllDEN (M.U.OO Square): •••••••••.....3.SO

unuce, Tomato, OoJons,
Green Pepper, CUcumber.

BtoccoU. ~~e~ ..•........3S

We Deliver
"Let tonight be your f1rst time"
( 2 sub minimum)
Delivery hours: Mon-1bur 9p.m. - Midnight
Fri-5a 9p.m. - 2a.m.
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I lost my wallet, do you know where it is?
To those who do not know me: 1 am from Mawcbusens.
My fawrire band is tbe Cure. Whea sleeping I usually stay in
the same politioa for the whole night. "The Simpsons" milly
ita boot. I think. Despite cbanging my o¥r five ti.mca. I am
on my third year at JMU. I am still persooally pa)'in& for my
coUege experience, tuition and all. I wort at Mr. J's Bagels
and the Communication Sciences and Disorden Office doing
whatever they tell me. And as that woman who ran through
the fields said, ..'Tbese are a few of my favorite things."
Ob, did I mention that I used to have a brown wallet?
Whoever bas my wallet already knew some t))ings about me,
I dlouJbl they would like to know some more. I really liked
it, not really sure why; could have been that it was given to
me by my sister for a Ovistmas present a long time ago, or it
could have been that it contained my Ufe. Do not tnt too
mucb, I did get my Blockbuster card back, it really came in
handy.
Many people never realize how Important a wallet really
is. If you sit and think about it, maybe you can grasp lhe
enormous amount of information a wallet holds. A license. A
JAC carcl. Without the lic:esce you cannot drive; if you are
legal, no longer are you able to purchase alcohol, and you
cannot even write a check without some sort of
ideotifJCatioo. The other allows for you to be able to eat or
get into JMU-sponsored activities, such as the weight room. I
go there tbree limes a week to bench and work on my upper
body. See, I am not the hugest guy that ever walked the
streets of JMU. In fact I think that I am actually in the
nmning for one of the scrawniest guys on campus. Look in
~ Brettt:~ soon; you might see my picture. I do the tiffing
for a kind of therapy. It makes me feel better. But I am
digressing. But what about the rest of the information that is
insjde a wallet? Social security card, money, Visa, ATM
card. Blockbuster card, important phone numbers,
information about jobs for the following summer, receipts for
books (just in case you need to return any), library card for
beck home. all of those little pieces of paper that tell a part of
the tale about who you are. Oh, I almost forgot, even a
membenhip card to Waldenbooks (science fiction club),
which nobody has any use for but me; for God's sake, I don't
even bave any use for it One's wallet contains all of these.
Well, in abort. I am swting to realize bow important a wallet

p
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Where music lives
171 N. Main st. Hur11onburJJ. VA 22801

candy bar from a store. I sometimes drink a little of my Hi-C
fruit punch and then fill it back up again when I am at Dukes.
I think I cheated on a Latin test back in high school. Maybe
there have been a few other things that I have done that really
would not be smart to write down on paper. But when I ask
myself, "Have J really hun anyone?" the answer always
comes up as no. But can someone look and ask "am I really
hurting this person by talcing his wallet" and get an answer of
no?
Money is refundable. Well, not exactly refundable, but
one can get more just by working. No. I do not care if I get
the money back. It is refundable . . . sort of - I just need to
get some more hours at work. l will be honest If I was to
find a wallet, I would probably talce the money and then
dump the wallet in a mailbox so that the poor sap who has
lost his/her "life" could get things back in order. Still,
however, even more than money is lost A JAC card costs
five dollars for the first one and $1 S for the second and so on.
II will cost $50 to get a new Massachusetts license. No credit
cards for seven to 10 weeks. No ATM cards for awhile. No
way to prove who you are if a store does not accept a check
book as a chief form of identification. This all adds up.
I guess what I am trying to say is that when you take
something as imponant as a wallet from someone, their
whole life is thrown into turmoil. Although you might have
found this cool new lD (I am 21.) that allows you to get into
bll'$ and buy beer for all of your friends. Why not just go out
and buy a fake ID like I did?
It is easy to be kind, but honesty is not abundant in the
world anymore. I try to believe that people are honest. but
this experience has put a giant nick in that already-wavering
faith. I try to be as honest as I can. I uy to live by the age-old
saying "what comes around, goes around." I know that I do
not need to get any of that going around.
I guess what I am trying to say is that people should think
before they take, or maybe I guess that lifting is not as
therapeutic as 1 thought, or maybe I should count myself
luclcy that I can still get movies.
I would appreciate any information.

Guest Columnist
- Muggsie Marini
milly is, because I lost mine.
I know what your first response is going to be: "Did you
cancel your credit cardsr' Or of course it could be: "You didn't
have much money in it, did you?" To all of you who continue to
ask me these questions I answer YES ! YBSI YES! Well, of
course you also get the response of, "Man, that sucks." 1 think
that this must be the funniest statement of them all; as if I had
not already realiud that losing my wallet sucked. It is like when
you have misplaced something, let's say, your keys. Remember
bow the first question someone asked you was: "Well, where did
you have them lastT' I mean, come on! If YQU knew where the
last place that you had them was, would not you go and gel
them? But again, I digress. I did not misplace my wallet I did
not lose it around the house. It is not a place in my room where
it could easily be found if only I would lift up that one pair of
underwear that had been hanging out in the comer for a couple
of weeks, nor is it in my car or in any other place. I lost my
wallet as I was leaving from lifting at Godwin. Maybe tilling
isn't so theraputic after all.
On Friday after I left my friend by the railroad tracks, I ran
across campus, backpack and all, to Jackson where I had left my
bilc.e. As I was huffing up the hill, little did I realize my bag had
opened, not enough for books to tumble, just enough for my
wallet to fall out. When I went to get my keys for the bike I
realized that my wallet was gone. Promptly I rumed around and
ran back, but, alas, to no avail. My wallet was nowhere to be
found. Cuss words flowed through my mind and a few slipped
out my mouth. Maybe a few more than a few. Immediately l
went into Warren Campus Center to see if someone had turned
tbe wallet in; again, to no avail. 'The only remnant left there from
my wallet was one measly, dispensible Blockbuster card.
Here I get to the crux of the dilemma. Besides that I want my
wallet back, I question whether or not there are honest people
still around. I wil.l admit I have stolen things. I once took a

~-EE

Guest columnist Muggsit Marini is a junior English
mQjor who really wants his damn wallt!t back!
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The stuff myths and
"I heard Niki Taylor
,
goes here.
"Yeah? Do you know
anyone who's had a class
with her?"
"Uhhh ... No, but I
thought I saw her on the
commons the other
,
da~ ...

ILLUSTJlA110NS BY JAMES BAWUNSistaf! artist

No one knows where or. how rumors start, but
they sometimes catch the ear of even the most
diehard skeptics. Breeze reporter Jason Corner gets
to the bottom of all the talk to find out what is
truth and what is actually strcinger than fiction.
I

Every college has its own special storehouse of myths and folklore.
Such lhings can range from lhe reputation of some student housing facilities
as the "party donns" to gbosLS in the basements of campus buildings.
The vine-covered bluestone walls of James Madison University are no
eltception, housing a rich supply of legends.
Rumors like these are motivated by everything from the simple story-telling
urge to. in some cases. pure wishful thinking.
For instance, what if supennodel Niki Taylor went here?
Freshman Sean Harrington was quite enthusiastic about that potential
addition to the student body.
"I heard that at the end of high school, just from a bunch of my friends," he
said, wilh the air of a man not easily duped. '1 felt proud of my decision to
attend JMU ... I kind of bragged about it."
Kyle Wesson, another freshman, was more skeptical. "I guess over the
summer I heard [ab6ut Taylor]. I really didn't take it that seriously." he said.
Wesson was right to disbelieve. The I9-year-old Taylor does not and never
has attended JMU, Office of Admissions secretary Brenda Hopkins said.
Since student applications are only accessible by social security numbers,
Hopkins was unable to determine whether she has ever applied to JMU.
But don't give up yet, guys.
According to sophomore Preston Lazer, JMU may already be known
nationally for the rest of Its female contingent.
"A lot of people said that JMU was ranked second in the country [for goodlooking women] by Playboy," be said. "That seemed to be the lllk at
orienw.ion, from other freshmen-people ... It seemed like every guy J was

Ullking to had something to aay about It"
Lazer found the news encouraging.
"It made me feel I made the right cboic:e about what college to go to," be
said.
According to Lazer. feUow studenu of all klnds have said ll one time or
another that JMU ranks anywhere from number two to number four in
magazines like Playboy, Pentltotue and other sundry men's mapzioes.
Neither publication cauld be reacbed for c:ommeat
It's not just the mysterious whereabouts of supennodels or JMU's rank on
the party scene scale that .leads to odd ideas on the part of some srudents.
Another perennial is that having a dead roommate wiU aet you a 4.0 in all
your classes.
But, mismatched roomies, this is one road toward academic improwment
that exists only in your dreams.
Assistant Vice President for .:ademic affain John Noftsin,er said, '1bae
is no history of a written policy or documeration or an unwritten policy" tbld
a roommate's death wiU earn 8 student 8 4.0 gr8de point averqe for lh.a
semester.
All the aforementioned examples are lhe IOIU of thiDp IbM •Y .......
can eJtpcct to be8r Many acbool. like the le~tnd•y ~ IS' weipt pia;
Freshman Jason McCill said, "Peoppe did uy lhiap about the frelbmiD I,,
but it hasn' t happened. It uaua.Uy doesn't atrect pya."
Junior Lauren Greenlee made a different diiCOvery. ..1 pined .50 poundi my
freshman year that took me a year to get otr," abe said. '1 ddnt It baa to do
with the cafeteria food, because h'a vay bilf\jn aa.ch. And when you bave an

to.., .............

Legeild ._I tMI 1M Wlleon Towc
point
w.tch 0¥
all-you-Qitoalliae, you do."
McCalfa WlriDela lboul the quality o
dilpeOed "'E~ llid D·ball food "
IICblally eajoJ . . . lbere."

.............
He abO felt a

depoe of trepidatior
~.

"P t.nQ IbM Ivins In Eagle donn 1

donn," be llid.
But life In the dorm never mirrored
Ooor, and wbeo tbat file alarm goes ol
...._," ~ said. "11le people there aren
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l legends are made of

...

MIKE HEFFNER/~o uli.tOI'

n Toww cupollla home to the epectre of • tormer Madl8on College coed. She UMe th•t elev.ted v.nt.ge
tch owr the au.d, •• the while t.nglng from the noo.. tMt did her ln.

Some myths, however, are unique to Harrisonburg. It might not even be too
much of a stretch to speculale that they're unlque to this planet.
"'Freshman year I heard about this guy who was caught [performing oral sex
on himself) in the stacks," said senior Joel Traylor. "I didn't believe it until my
Jidation upon receivina his residence ball I'OOIIUDIIC last year showed me the [newspaper) cUpping."
This is a piece of JMU lore that is actually documented. According to the
dorm was the wont llld dw it wu a pany police log in the Dec. I, 1988, Bnn,e, under a headline reading "Student tells
poUce about perverted act":
inored those nunon. "I Jive on the aecond
"A felnaie Ibidem wu ltUdyiq in the stacks behind the circulation desk
goes off I bead down. and I'm bact in IS whea the SUipec:t reportedly 1M down in 10 aisle behind her. The student told
:re aren't• periJ~ I! I ex.pecaed.~ •• ~. poUce sbe ~ ~ !'Olae and tu~ ~d.

uality of the cafeteria, however, wu quickly
food was t.1 Bua it'I really not all that bad.

'"The suspect reponedly was lying on the floor witb his legs over his head
performing oral sex upon himself. He reponedly left the area after the student
yelled at him, police said."
This flexible fellow who fled the scene was described as "a white male, I 8·
22, with dark curly hair and a scar on one leg.''
Beyond this mini-underworld of autoerotica lies a more literal underworld.
Junior Greg Carrier said he once heard a wealth of stories about a legendary
underground tunnel system, site of killings, suicides and similar completely
unverifiable atrocities.
These tunnels themselves, however, are quite real. 'There are walk-through
passages underground that go from the end of Jackson almost down to Ashby,"
director of Facilities Management James Auckland said.
"I assume they we~e for allowing students to go from bUilding to building;
the only things under there now are steamJines:· he added.
Auckland said those tunnels have been sealed off for more than 20 years.
What about the horrible rapes, murders and suicides that took place amid
the pipes?
'1bere was a utilities engineer when I staned (about 15 years ago] named
Lawrence Dove who had been here since the 1950s," Auckland said. "He was
approached many times about [incidents in the tunnels) and his response was
always that he never heard anything about it."
But there is one truly violent myth that remains unconfirmed and undenied,
with the potential evidence looming like a beacon over JMU. One-half Gothic
novel and one-half Sylvia Plath, Carrier tells the tale.
"{A friend and l] were out walldng on the Quad at night, and she told me
about this," he said. "Supposedly when this was an all-girls school. some girl
got up in the tower of Wilson Hall and hung herself. ll became haunted lhen,
and you can see the silhouette hanging there."
Carrier admitted to spying on this tragic spirit at night "You can see it from
in front of Jackson. It's pretty neat"
Fact or fable? Maybe spouiog the ghost of Wilson Hall should be a
requirement for admission.
Maybe we should find out if Nlki Taylor CID tee it
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ce•tl..a.. up of tiiiiiY•
of Adam- a naed, handsome loner

A

FRifNDS ODN'T ltl fRIENDS
DRIVf DRUNK.

·

with a dark, mysterious past
of Tracey· a good girl with a curious
hunger for mysterious, naedly
handsome men.
of Cameron· Mr. Perfect, the man who has
it all on campus ·Including 'hcey
of Chelsie- Tracey's not so perfect confidant
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Mark Twain expert speaks on humor
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byKanaBitz

the visit "I felt there would be broad int.eresl in
Twain.
I t.houJ)Il he would be a good scholar to
contributing writt!r
have • JMU," he said.
Lectures and readinp of famous literature
Durin1 his lecture Budd spoke about the
tumor in Twain's writin& and personal life.
did not end thi1 weekend with the furious
flower Poeuy Conference or the visit of
..Even ac.holan who take inaerest in Mark
~~~hew William Styron.
Twain do not realize that his visual humor
Lewis J. Budd, a senior lecturer and
pll)'l such aJarae pan in his work," Budd said
profeuor
of - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - at the openina of
American literature 11
his lecnue.
ll Dub Univenity,
Like his
anrecled nearly 70
character, Tom
auadents when he
Sawyer, Twain
spoke about the
was a born
•isual humor in
/'
showoff.
He
Mart
Twain's
S VlSUQ
said, however,
rM:tioa on Oct. 3 in
much of this
Orafton-Stovall
SUC
ln
humor. like his
Tbeaue.
The
•
"
shock of white
Visitina Scholars
hair,
was
Propldl, alan& with
uniJuntional.
the help of Cameron
Lewis Budd
T
o
Nickels, professor
m ......
support his ideas
of
Bnalish,
e-"'..--. on Twain's
spmiOf'ed the visiL
visual humor,
..Dr. Budd is the dean of Mark Twain Budd supplied the audience with a four-page
scholm," said Niclceh wbo teeches the works
handout. includin& examples like a picture of
of Mark Twain in one of the Enalish
Twain laying in bed amolcinc his cigar.
deputment's Major British or American
This example iJ Budd's favorite visual joke
Aulhon cluses. He invited Budd since he
known a Twain's famoua bed joke. The joke
thouaht students in his class alona with
J1Uden11 outside the clau would benefit from
HUMOR page 23

Even scholars who take
interest in Mark Twain do
not rea lZe hi • / humor
h a large part .
plays
hlS WOrk.

-"'·r

MA<iCIE WELTER/nllior pltoloJroplwr

Mlrk Twlln expert l.ewle Budd apuke et Gratton-Stov111 on Oct. 3.

SaWhill experiences
·
· d 1
groWing pains, e ay

Play at Theatre II
brings suspense,
darkness thrills

Gallery's renovations a month behind
by Nicole Truxell
coratribUting writer
Sawhill Gallery is currently
experiencing growing pains. The
gallery is a month behind in
renovations and will not open until
m.id-Oerober.
For this reason, .. Muks of
Afric:a," the show scheduled to open
on Sept. 26 to coincide with the
Purioua Plower Poetry Conference.
wu cancded a the gallery. Instead.
the exJtibit wu displayed in Dulce
Hall during an hour of the
conference's opening reception.
A1 lhis point. the galle:ry is threequarters complete, according to
Stuart Downs, director of Sawhill
Gallery.
The
university's
coordination eUoru have fallen
behind due ro the DU1llbet of projects
that needed completion this summer,
he said.
'1t iJ normal to have delays," he
said. '"They have done a good job."
Mib O.VU. construction engineer
from buiJdinas md poundl u wen
u project coordinalor, is in charge
of lbe renovalionl.
He laid the gallery will be
complele by Oct. 7, iutead of the
oripall Gplllin& dale of Aaa. 29. The
first exhibit will be the work of
Kenaeda Goldsmith. a nation.Uy
tnowa diL His exhibit is pbnnecl

eoa,.Oc&.15.
IWan lho fint pee. of .nwodt

companies, Blake Brothers, Inc. and
Fon Consuuction, will spend the
next two weeks completing the fanal
roudles. Davis said.
The c:ompen.ies need 10 stain the
floor and the walls mel han& the track

liJhtin&.

The companienue still waiting
for I01lle of the materialJ for these
projects.
At this point. the lightina filttures
are hatrway between Atlanta and
Harrisonbura. According to Downs,
no one Cll'l tell him where they are or
why there has been a delay.
"I'll aet it myself if need be,"
Downs said.
The process has included other set
backs u well. Downs and .his
auislmts viCaled their office several
times during the restoration due to
fumes md dust.
This wu more of an
inconvenience a it did not delay the
~~etual construction proceu. Office
duties, .however, wen inlerruJ*d. be
said.
At the be&imina of the summer.
when the " guttina" process be&anr
the inlaltion was to simply replace
what wu there, which meant
ch&Dgin& the carpet. ceilin& and

JiabD..

Sr.efan Bruce, a former student
and instnletor at JMU, was the
interior clesiper. Now pu-t of the
flaally a lhe University ol Iowa. she
doaaled t. pia for the lsyout and
c:bqel e.ty lhis ......

Then, · unexpectedly,
the
construction company discovered
natural wood panelin& behind the old
fabric wall coverin&. and this was
incorporated into Sawhill Gallery's
modern new look.
The tongue-and-groove wooden
walls would be too expensive to
implement today, according to

Downs.
He said, however, that when
Sawhill Gallery was constructed
about 30 years ago, using wooden
walls as 1 foundation was a normal

construction method.
"It is exuemely appropriate for
c:ontanpnry att." Downs said. "The
natural and man-llUide surC.ces wiJJ
complement each other."
The new aaUery space will look
larger. This is because restoration
included ra_ising the ceilings and
eliminatin& the carpeting from the
£1oor and walls. When the carpet was
removed, cement noon and wooden
wallJ were discovered.
nus .ctuany edded to the design.
'7bere is a sense that there is more
space." said Downs who is excited
about the changes.
He uid it will add to the
a.tmospbere in the gal&ety.
"1llere is more impact when you
walk in." he said.
Neither Downs nor Davis
anticipate further delays that will
affect upcomin& exhibits. They
expect the fint exhibit to open on
time.

·······--- -......... . ......................................

are ban,, the two constnaclioll
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by Jason Corner
staj[writer

Hey, don't get me wrong. I Jove
"Waiting For Oodot" as much as the
neltt e:xistentialisL
Still, it'd be nice to go to the
theatre every now and then for some
pure thriiJer-style entertainment light enterta.inment that could still
hold a dart. noir-ish atmosphere and
throw down some chills and
suspense.

heroin. In Lhe process, Roat got the
two thugs to leave their fmgerprinlS
all over everything and .has them
implicated in the body of a woman
Roat has murdered in the bedroom leaving them oo real options.
It just thickens from there. The
inhabitants of the house tum out to
be eJt-Marine photographer Sam
Hendrix, played by junior Nathan
Shelkey- who is Jretty much out of
the house for the entire play, and his
wife Susy, played by freshman Amy

Barrett.

REVIEW
"Wait Until Dark," running at

The.atre n from Oct. S-9 is just such I

piece. More involved things have
been done. to be sun, but if you're
lookina for a good, old-fashioned,
autsy thriller with a lot of twists, you
couJd do far worse.
Tile story opens with a couple of
ex-convicts who each think the other
has called a meeting in somebody
else's house, waiting around to see
who called them there.
The "who" rums out to be Harry
Roat, played by freshman Nils
Christian11en, who aives the two
hoods fake nmes to use in an
el.aborue plan.: Mike Talman, played
by sophomore Brim C.u:r, and S&l
C~rlino, played by freshman Steve

wn.on.

Roat is offering Talman and
C•lino a hefty IUm of money to help
him fmd a doll in lho house - • doll
fined with no lcid.. ized amount

............

~

... ,._.

... '

The clincher is that Susy, the one
they have to deal with to find the
doU, is blind.
From then on, Talman and
Carlino, reluctantJy under Roat's
command, con.s truct a Byzantine
scheme of deceptions and doubledeceptions to get the doll from Susy.
Alter a while the mechanics of the
plot just get CQR\pletely out of hand,
and instead of worrying about
ultimate goals, the thing to
concentrate on becomes who is
pWUng which a ear to complete whaL
subsid.itry step.
That's pan of the fun, though.
Each new deception tops the other in
its ingenuity.
1he real pleaswe in watching this
play is the kind that appeals to an
c:naineer or computer programmer seeina each JI'Oblem worked out. the
aiminalJ tatin& adv..UCe of Suay's
biUaduess by tearchlna the houw
~i&ht in front of her, and Sury

. . · •l•tt ••" · '~- ~~~.
or

'
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Two thumbS up for 'River Wild'
Two Breeze reviewers check out new release, Siskel and Ebert style

,.

This is how I was plannin& to begin this
review after seeing the pl'eYiews on television:
Let me review this movie for you so you
won' t have 10 wute your money on iL
Trust me not to
to the Jl\OVies with
~ived notions ever again.
"The R iveT Wild" is aood. Surprisingly
good, aewally. It isn't a great film, but it is
et~terta.in.inJ. As a popcorn thriller it works, and
like another popcorn thriller this year, "Speed.••
it seems to have been pieced to&ether from
other movies by master thieves. Francis Ford
Coppola once said thai he steals &om the best.
llld that's wlw the fllrnmakers did here.
There's a ..Stand By Me" moment when
embattled dad David Stratbaim. a great actor
who no one seems to have beard of, and his
dog nm in front of a mountainous backdrop
that recalla that film' a iJna&e of the four boys
walking down the railroad tracks. Then,
there's the cliff jumpin& scene from "Butch
Cusidy and the Sunda.nee Kid" and the flyfi.sh.in& sc:ene &om "A River Runs Throu&h IL"
A seale where Kevin Bacon's charac:ter Wade
stands in the wo ods and watc her Meryl
Streep's Gail bathe resembles the park scene in
"Crimin.al Law," another film in which Bacon
play ed a psycho. The shots and scenes that
resemble ones from other movies don't take
anylhin3 away from the enjoyment of the film,
though. In fact it's alticlt to see lhem.
The plot even re$C!T\bles other movies, but
tha t's nothing really uncommon in &ood o l '
Ho llywood these days . "Tbe River Wild,"
which is sort of '1'he Oesperlle Hours" meets
"Shoot to Kill" meets ..Deliverance," to use
Hollywood pitch-meeting t.erminoloJy, deals
with Meryl Streep and her dysfunctional family
who go on 1 rafting trip for ber son's (Joseph
Muullo, from "Jurassic Park"} birthday.
You'd think people would stop aoina down
rivers after ..Heart of Darkness," but Gail
seems lib she would be able to handle the trip
to see Mr. Kurtz any day of &he week.
Streq1, as illllml out. used 10 be a guide on
the river, and she wants her son to see it befOI'e
it gets oomple&ely messed up by people. Alon&
the way they pick up Kevin Bacon and his pal,
John C. Reilly who claim their JUide left 1hem.
Bacon and cotnpmy are not the nice JUYS
they seem to be, of course. If they were, it
would be a fairly unirueratina saory. lnstud,
they end up laking the whole family hoctage
and force Streep to tab them down the river.
Even thoup lhe other ~ have their
spotlights, it's definitely s~·· movie, and
the novelty of seeina Meryl Streep in an action
flick doan't really seem like much of a novelty
at all. Don't &et me wrona thou&)l. S1reep im' t
the only s&ar in Ibis movie. The otM ICIGrl •e
equally &ood in their leu pl'ominent roles.
Strathaira ia excellent. as o•ual, as the
milquecoMt dad who apeadl111011 of the movie
&eUilll beaten up ODtil be tuma into
MKOuywr lbl end. rd
you bow be
doea. but dall would 1p0U the full. Becon iJ

ao

..

.. ,

...

"For those who think
Streep is succumbing to
the standardized feminine
action roles, think again.
While at times visibly
uncomfortable with the
dramatics, she has no
problems competing with
the men on screen."

"The water resembles
some
kind
of
Lovecraftian monster,
there's no other real way
to describe it in words to
capture the full effect.
It's scary, breathtaking
stuff, and it's worthy of
the dread the characters
feel for it."
-Michael Robertson

.n

-Brent Bowles
craftily evil, although not quille u evil u his
character in ..Criminal Law," and Muzello
loob like be's atiU runnin& from a dinolaur. In
both movies, he portrays a child in dqer. TbiJ
time the monster is the river.
Overshadow ing
even
the
areal
perfounanc:es. &he real star is the tcene:ry. The
filmmakers captured some truly amazing
footage. !he bell of which comes when we first
see the infamous rapids which are constantly
referred to. The water resembles aome ltiD:l of

It's very diffiCult to imqine a character
ac:tresa like Meryl Streep in a tou&h. brawny
action nick. but lo and behold, alona comes
'7he River Wild," a white-buckle. bold-yourbrea&h. edp-of-your-aeatlbri.l* dw m.m.qes
10 avoid cheap abocb and ovablown action.
thereby doublina ita wallop.
In a deplrture &om her usual hefty dramatic
roles, Streep is aurpriJin&ly low-key 11 Gail. a
former river auide who ia forced by
c:ircumslaDce 10 leave an idyllic vacaion for a

a screen villain that doesn' tao over the lOp,
and it's jus t that restraint from Bacon that
makes this otherwise molded c:b.aracte:r • rul
JIMIIKie.

Third in this exceptional cut is David
Slralb.aim, a hi&hJy undemled and unnoticed
KIOr wbo wu wonderful in ..Sneakcn" lnd is
wonderful here u Tom. Gail's hust.od.. His
c haracter llUtl off U a wimp but &ains
incredible atrength u the film propesaes.
Alona wi th their aon Rourke (played by
..Juruaic Pak"'s Joseph Mauello) they make
a family that you want to root for, and do
throughout the movie.
While aidin& with these characters, it is
impotsible to bear c:loae acnatiny of the srory,
11 ia usually the c:ae wilh mo&t Klicn pictura.
In this c:ae the c:bancte:n are 10 aaonaly
pa.ded that d.'s simple to ov«loot the plot
holel IDd OC:CIIional CIOIIIrived c:oincidaas. Jn
the lwlds of Curtia Hanaon, the director of
'1'be Hand Tlw Rocks the Crldle," the srory
becomes much more than it ahould. Hanson
aurpria:inaly, in lieu of ..Cradle," avoids red
berrin&s and bokey violence in favor of aolid
lbriD.s and inc:rech'ble action.
He knows that the river itself provides all
the suspenn thia movie needs and doesn 't
overblow any action t.akin& place on the shore.
There is alao little languqe or blood, which
pl'OVes that they're really not necessary in a
&ood action picture.
Filmed in lbree different rivers ooverinJ two
states, "The River Wild" looks as great. as
anything amently on screen.
The beautiful acenery is s umptuously
pbotoaraphed by Robert Elswit, and his
textured iJna&a Jive the river a more majestic
feel dun a llmi(ying one. especially durin& the
climactic: race down The Gauntlet, a
treacherous atretch of water that has been
restrided from paasqe.
Adding to the majestic: quality of the
photography iJ Jerry Goldsmith's musical

score.
KlliS11N ROUGBitrqllic.f .tiler

Lovecn.ftian monster, there's no other rul way
iJ. in words 10 c.prure the full effect
It's ac:ary, breatbtakin& stuff. and it'a worthy of
the drud the character~ feel for it.
And the movie itself is worthy of the
anention it demads of viewers. So cbeck out
'"The R iver Wild." Near the Jut half bom,
everyone I wu with was squirmin& in their
Mall, bearin& the call of the restroom but ahid
to aea up for fear of miuina aomething
im~ It's wonb lbe money IDd warlb lbl
time, unJeu you pt ...-.e JUY aitlina behind
you who keepl ukin& ..Wben'a this Streep
c:hict
off •
ODe of m-e pya did ait behind me. bat
luckily, it wun't
before lw waa lbDdJy
__...lOibi door.
10 describe

..-.111re

c:Jom.r

Ioea

white-water adventure that

tum1

her family

upidedown.
Her preacn::e is c:ommandin&. never letting
her femininity acape the picture, but lUmina
hard u nails when the heal iJ on. a trait seen
Vtry spanely in le1ion films.
For thole wbo chink Sareep is auc:cumbin& to
the sta:nddized feminiDe .ctioo rota. think
aaa.in. While at times visibly uncomfortable
with the dramatics, abe has no problem
c:cmpelina with lbiJMD Oil aeen. WalCh aut.
ADOtber nrpriliaa tum is Knia Bacon.

....ny . . . in

a..- .a • tbil. • w•

.... real bad py. He - - . . . - luM jult
robbed- kind of. C*de ...... - . .
..... S...., ..S - r-ily ID . . dDwa riwr
..., flam ...

law.,_. God ...... . . ,

Goldsmith' s beautiful theme echoes
lh.rou&bout, emphuizin& the humanity more
than the action. a quality aeeminaly fcqouen
in mal)' of~·· film acorea. He never lets
the audience lole •i&bt of the f.ruly's JUUU)e
and add.a yet anocher layer of believability to

&he Mlvenlure.
Sou far .. this IUipriain&ly believable aid
hwn10 tbri.Der aoa. bnce youne1( and hiD& on
for one bedt ol a ride. "Tbe River Wald" iJ a
thriDe:r lhaa l'e8Cbel cu. arabi you by the tbrae&
8Dd aa.oJutely does not let 10·
There ia a areal deal of c:heeay

foreabadowiD& in Denis O'Neill's a:neaplay,

but pay it DO mind. the ...,... ia COD~'MII
Tbe actioa ia subdued eeaup dull il ..oida
~ biDwiDa illlllt _. diNdar H - _..
........... .,. ol-.t. ...,. s...., ia a
pal 11C1ioa Wy, Bacae ia a dlilliJtl acdoa
...., ..s
Wild" • • ........,

..............
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Chug: Book about beer a gulping success
by'lndPryor
cOIIIrlbulilll writer
If your room is bein& Iaten over by this
weekend's left-onr beer cans, why not

consider pl.ayina '"Sladt-a-Brew?" Tate tum1
~~.actina your beer can ol c:boic:e u bi&h u you
poaaibly can. The unfortunate person who
tnocb aver all of the cans must drink more
beer. 1'IUa is a pee& JUM bec:auae the more
)10U plly, lhe more c.. yoabave to atac:tJ

RL\

II \ ,.

And, once all of these cans have been
IIKbd, Tlw COtrtp,_ Boot of ~JUT l>riN:iltt
G.tu otr. . many ocher .,.ny suueationl.
This boot includes everytbin& dw a coUe&e
student needs 10 know about that ever-so·
popular beverqe thai hal the power 10 alate
you 1oM yow mind 111111 your bD:h.
The boot ia filled widl cn.in& IIIDel thai
are cluai6ed accorcliq to their potential to
1Mb you vomiL But liMn's mDI8 to this boot
than justaames. The aulhon, former coUeae
llUdenll tbllnleiYea, include fUnDy liau such u
-r'wemy-Pive Movies to Drink to." and '"Ten
Plica 10 Leave Yoar l..lmch."
1he boot opa~~ wilh • inboduction about
beer and ill role in IOciety. Pbotoa of recent
presidenta, such u F«d, lteaa~n. Bush and
C1imon in which they are all drintin& beer,
show how prominent the beveraae is.
"Wbm America feela JOOd lllout itself, it
drinb beer, tnd drintiaa beer helpl America
feel JOOd lbout illelf." wrote dwllllhcn. They
alto explained they ..clon'tlldvocaae drintin&

·

beer 10 tolve probJemJ or eiCipe from reality."
succesafuJiy pin the ball, you &et to malce
Allhoup the boot J)orifaea drintin&. the
.omeone mnk. and you pt anolher tum. If you
IIUihon . . obwioally oppoeed 10 drintin& IDd
.-en't JUCCeSaful. you hit your head aaainsllhe
drivina. A ~r..Wc pboiOJrlph at the boot's
waD. The IUiboa Wlm not to play with open
openina shows a car accident that wa caused
bead wounds or aaainlt a brick wall.
by someone who was drivin& while
The authors also offer some augestioN for
inloxica&ed.
playing these aamea in a mannerly fuhion.
But they know beer can be Jun when used
Beer aame etiqueue such u "no pointing" and
responsibly. Lite, for inataa'ce,
"no profanity" are
when you play ..Muffin Man ... If
pretty funny, but my
you don't mind trashin& your
favorite example wu
apartment or dorm room, you
"Golden Chair." This
miaht consider playina. Two
means when a player
players be&in by balancin& a full
needs to uae the
cup of beer on their heada. ln
bathroom. or "visit
unison, they lhen must recite a
I) with Captain Leaky"
nunery rhyme in ..loud, obnoxious
- .. it is put in the book.
voices." The fmt player whose
he or she must say
beer fallt off obviously aeta wet,
"golden chair" to
but they also must drink the
avoid being called
wilmer's beer.
while not in the room.
One of my favorite aame
The boot also
sugestionl is c:alJed ocelw& Boat."
covers any unusual
To play this aame you wal4l the
occurrences that might
early '801 television clauic >1.ove
come up while playing
Boat." Each player picb a rep1ar
these &ames. Several
character on the show, such u
JAY HAWICINS/*6..rlll by terms are defined,
Oofer, Julie, Issac or Vicki.
includina snarfina,
Wbenev• lhll c:b.ar1lcter ..,.,_.. on the saeen
bootin& snd revene drintin&· Snarfin& occurs
you must drink. You may also choose the
when beer c:ome. out of your nose in a failed
Pacific Prillceu as your character, thus
aaempt 10 chua. Bootin& is simply throwing
clrinJdn& evety time lhae is a fulllqth ahot up. Reverse drintin& is described u "aiving
of the boat.
bKk to naiUre whl.l you've just c:onsumed."
One of the more pbyhcal a.ues is entitled
n. Boot Fectal' ia Uled to rate the &line's
..Pootie." To play, you lt.lnd aix iaches awll)'
drinkin& requiremenL .. A Boot factor of 1
from the wall. You lbeD 11011 a pina-pona bill
describe• the lowest potential for touina
up into the air. The object is to pin the ball
cootiea. while a Boot FaclOr of S wams of an
qa.inat the wall with your forehead. If yo-.
almost uaured heave." wrote the aulhon.

Some of the aames in the Boot Factor 5
cate&ory have no other purpose. it seems than
10 induce unc:onsciousness. such u '1'he I 00
Beer Club." The only feat you must acc:omplish
to be a part of this exclusive club is 10 drink
100 beers within the course of a weekend.
There arc also 20 post·game activities
suuested in the book. Going cow-tipping.
playin& air aujw and passing out are among
some of my favorite suggestions.
ln cue you are worried about the
aftereffects of all these craz.y beer-drinking
games, there is a handy preventative hangover
JUide enlill.ed "''be Anatomy of a Hanaover."
This tells you what to do before drinking,
befare sleePin& and after waking.
Before drinking doctors suuest eating a
large. fatty meal. Before going to bed aftet the
wild ni&hL. drinking lots of water and taking a
B - 12 vitamin is recommended. On the orr
dLance that these hanJover tips don't work. the
book comes with a complimentary barf bag.
What more could you uk for?
I think that even people who don't drinlc
beer would enjoy readin& this boot. There are
fOI\I of f\lnny lista and stories. If anything else,
non-drinkers could mvveJ at the foolishness of
~ortbea~.

drintin& aarnea worth playin&, 1 can almost
parllll.ee there are bound 10 be more in this
boot for you to try. Or if you alrudy have this
book, ..Beer Drintin& Games 11: The
Exploitive Sequel" is due out next mon&h.
One thin& is llpplll'erlt about authors of these
boob. Andy Oriseom. Ben Rand and Scott
enjoy celebratin& one of America 'a favorite

pastimes.

We've jpst developed away to make
Power Macintosh even more powerful.
(Buy one now, and ~11 throw in all this software to help )00 power through college)

Not ooly is the~ fBr.st Mxirbh' axnpJter Millble II~ low Sld!rt fli:.es,
but now it Includes aSblent sohwatt set available only from Apple. For allmilied time, buy
aselect Power Madnklstr ard )QJ ~ soCtwart that . . )QJ lhrooft ~ ~ d ~
papers, a persooaJ orpn!M/calendar ataled for)Wrstudent bfestyle ard the Internet Compankwlto help )00 tap m on-line research resrurces.Plus )00'11 &et <larisWorks,an lnlegraled

~with a wont~ cblabase, spreadftet ard roore.Buy aselect !Vo\w Mac" With
(]).ROM, and )001 lbo "' amultimedia library d essential re!erera IOOis. It all mnes With
Power Madnrosh- the oompulel' that grows with )'011 from oolltge 10 the pro(essional
wottd. m1 now; with an ApPe Computer Loan, It~ easier than ever 10
own one. It~ the Jl(J'tl'er MrY SIUdent needs. The power 10 be )OOr besr
~ -

•t-;fi
1:
&

For further information visit

JMU Bookstore
Warren Hall • 568-3989

.

For drinkers who think they know all of the

App•e .1.
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WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 12
7:00 - 9:00 PM

JAMB 404

1Lonbon

Recy
Making
twice as

fibers uses
paper.

pers from
energy as

SPONSORSD IJY YHn QPFICS OF
1N'T'&RNA'T'IONAI.t 'fiDtJCAlJ.'ION
~ARK YOrJR CAI.t&NDAR NOWI
RBPR&SHM&NW88&RV&D

The Breeze is
effort by
recycling all
as used
we can all give
newspapers.
something back.
pages for the
nearest recycling agency.
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14" (a cut) Pizza with One Topping
Order as many as you like! Offer expires Oct. 31, 1994
Not valid with any other coupon offer.
Sorry, we do not accept personal checks.
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oriaiaa&ecl i.a 1114 wheal Twain became so
comforuble wilb repor1er1 &bat be often let
dMin phatoPII* him mbed. Budd uid Twain
did lhil in - - 10 iDcrelle hil popullrity.
..You become a celebrity when the public
.,_,., men llllnlioa to your ptnOMllife &han
your penonal ~"be said.
Budd lauJ)aed ow loud while be told his
audience about Twa•• humor. He also said
Twain•• c:Mrm came from bit abWly 10 rach
out to the common people. Tbete people
became famiU. with Twain since photos of
him oftm ran in popubr new~pepe~s.
..Mark Twain wu one of the earliest
extmplet of a celebrity. People who bad never
read his books could recopize him by his
picture alone", llid Nickels. The invention or
the Kodak box cmaa in lhe 18901 abo helped
Twain achieve this swua.
Once Twain becane popular, be did not lose
Ibis recop.ition. "The bed joke it biJ beat, and
it bM luaed." Budd said. The flmOUS portrait is
fCMld in m.my boob llld c:oUections of eaays
on Twain's wrilina.
Budd has written about Twain in his
boob:Marl TwaU&: Soci41 Pltilolopller,
J111rl Twai11: Tlu Mali111 of lti1 P•blic
P~IONJlily. He it also the editor of Critical

o.,

Eutt,s M Marl TwaiA.
Budd it a native of Miuouri where he
complet.ed his bechdor's and mula''s degees.
He receive hit Ph.D hom the University of
Wiscontin.
He bu terVed on the Board of Editors of
American l..ilenbn ad . . been the presidl:nt
of the A.maic:e Humor Studies Auociation.
He it abo che foundin& praidcnl of the Milk
Twain Circle of America.
When uked what sparked his enormous
inlllral in Milk Twa's writinJ, Budd bad no
reply.

..It is not to much because I'm from
Mislouri." be uid. ..While I wu powin& up he
w• not ao much tqlu in acbools. A. I beam
later 10 IlDdy him. I most beaan to admire him
for hit inllllliae::e."

lrl1riii!S--~---------------------------------·-T_H£
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workilla aound ber harldicap and ultimately
usia& itiD . . . . . . . . .
tJnlonuDalely, the play never quite reaches
it'• true poteftlial because of acting problem~.
Wilb lhe exception of Christianslen. who dive•
inlo bit role with maniKal abandon. none of
che cut have really crafted terribly c:ompellin&
penonaliti., fa. themtelva. lt's not that the
a..ctaw areD't believable. They are. It's jUit
that u characters, rather than as plot
techniciml. they're notla'ribly interestm&.
8eciLR of this. much of the dialogue c:omes
out rather lliflly. Conversations are rushed and
don't have much breathina room to build
nuance - a few too many responses come u
being anlicipal.ed too obviously. The situation
itn't helped by the script's occasional lapse•
into cheety aanaster movie-isms li.lce "You
dirty little creep," that might have worked
better had the whole cut gone for a broad,
banuny ttyle.
PJot 1hou&h. the rea1 protaaoni.st here. it not
done 1 Mrlh ddservice. The dialogue is quite
clear and evtry deception and double cross it
euily \RJemood.
Barrett i1 limited in her role as Swy to
ponraying a lot of anxiety and desperation. To
her credit thouah. the does a fine job of
portrayina blindnett with a blink slUe lnd the
motion• of someone navigating 1 room by
memory.
Alona with Ouiatianssen. Bmeu manaaa
to make up for any oc.her problems in the latt
tcene, witb a lot of weU~timed and eneraetic
physical action that•• amon& the best that'•
been on Ibis ~e. Not 10 Jive away my of che
twisu towtrdl the end. but it involves teVenl
seaments of total duk.neu that come off
without 1 h.itch. Christianuell. who could give
every tinale villain from the Adam West
"BIImln" ~erie~ a leuon in pure evil tears up
the ttaae with a coolly tadistic voice and
maniacal outburltl of aenuinely frightening

mMb.

.

The mechanic• of the performance are

equally proru.ional.
Uaht and IOUDd are timed perfectly, IDif lbe
play's director, sophomore Michael Raybold,
hu done m excellent job keepina all of the
play'• prop1 moving around like finely meshed

.....

So what we have here is a pretty fun play.
in~ellectualizina. hi&hly
symbolic mold or Sammy "Ooodvibes"
Beckett/fenneuee "Lampthade-Wearin "'
Williams.

You don't Deed to brin& the team md smoke
ciaareua durina intermission and pretend to
talk about "theme" and ..irony." But it's an
entertainin& and reuonably well-done romp
thal you can bring a dale to, and with all the
blackouts, that's yow-reason to wait until dark.

It'• not in the heavy,

"Wail U111il DarK' Lr pklyillg a1 TMalre II on
Oct. S-8 at 8 p .m. alld Oct . 9 at 2 p .m.
Adm.i.ssion u SJ.

'

- . . Tilman (I), pl1yed by eophomore Brian C.rter end Hllrry RoM, played by
frMhrnen Nile Chrlatl.,aaen, plot together during •welt Until Dark.'

Come ezperience the ultimate
ad.eature - Sky DlriDCI Beat
lutrv.ctloa • pricea. Alea'e
moet ezperieaced lutnacton.
lloet coannteatly located to
JIIU. CaD (703) 942--3871 for
brochure. Aak about atudent
dt.countal
U.S. Parachute Association rated stoJ[- since 1978

Indian-American Cafe
AUTHENTIC INDIAN CUISINE

Lunch • Dinner· • Ca••••y Out
Open Mon - Sat

433•1177
91 N. Main St.• Harrisonburg, VA 22801

CELEBRATION

o

·vegetarian Menu Options

Friday, October 7 •
5-8 pm
o o At. 42 South, Rocki
Square • 434-4533

·'
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HOMfCOMING ~~IRIT! RAllY IN THf VAllfY

@
•

• STRETCHER RACES
• OBSTACLE COURSE
• SCAVENGER HUNT
• CASH PRIZES
CALL DAN AT X78ll
OR KAREN AT X379l
TO REGISTER YOUR TEAM OF 3!
THE FUN BEGINS
OCTOBER 19, 3:30 P.M.!

Missin' Mom ' s Gookin ' ?

How to
interview
with the
Fortune500
without even
getting out
ofR .

·

PONDEROS/\
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BEITER STEAKS, BEITER TASTE.

Top Quality
Top Taste
Top Sirloin
•
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OK graduate-to-be You CJn get up carl\' or you '"an get Larccr/NET ·
your resume tn per5lmal proftle on the dtsk
pr0\1de And we guarantee to deh\'er ttto 10.000 employm lmcludmg
the Fonune 500) m exactly the form the)•'rt: lookmg for Your Career/NET
enrollment ktt-.t prcprogrammtd diSk and a booklet ol :.tep-b)··step
mstrucuons-ts S99 95 ' To he tn 1he next n.tliOO\\ tdc dt~tnbuuon to
emplorers. order todar C:tlll 800-682-8539
,;;;;;I

Its s1mplc You gt\'e
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Policies ________________ ________
continued from page 1

No admittance
Me lt s~a Ludtke wa~ n Sptlr/~
lllu.Hmlt•d rcponcr ll\\igned to cover
the 1977 World Sene~ bet ween the
New York Y.tnkee~ und the Lo!>
Angele!> DoJger-.. When she wo\
denied entrance to the c luhhou!>ec,
wid} on the ha~'' of her -.ex. \he
~ucd und won the right for acce~s .
There ha-. never Ol!en J court ca-.e
challenging lcx:ker room JC<.:C" at the
college level. Jnd the NCAA h<l\ not
mandmcll nn) pohq
EJch •ndl\ tdu,tl ~thonl ma)
choo!le hov. tn cundut:t the 1r po'l
game 1n1en te\\ "· with the ~CAA
only requmng that each team ha\l' a
10-nunute cooling ott permo hcfore
bcmg questioned h) reponcr ....
The Yankee Conference suggc,t!>
thai every member -.chool bring hoth
home and v1~ 1 11ng coaches to an
•ntcrviev. room for reporter' 10
quc\tion alicr a game.
The -.amc !luggesuon doc~ not
apply to players. Yankee Conference
informotion dtrector Pot McCarthy
said the conference ha'> never
discussed creat ing a suggestion or
rule for member schools to fo llow
concerning player interviews
"That 's up to the in dividua l
schools," he said. "We have not even
considered such a policy."
Despi te JM U's policy in recent
yea~ of allowi ng male reporters into
the locker room. head football coach
Rip Scherer said he would prefer
reponcrs ask post-game questions tn
an intervtew room.
"I'm not a big locker room
advocate for reporters. period Male

or lem:~lc." he smd.
Scherer said reporter.. -.huuld have
access to whatever players the>• w,111t
hut that he liked the pohcy u~cd Ill
the Uniwr<.itv ot Arttona, where he
\ervcd a~ aria" istant couch trum
19H9-90
"Our !>pom information uirel·tur
\\OUJtJ pOIJ the m~dt3 Wllh IWO
mmutc.-. to go m the game :1' 111 "hu
they wanted to <,cc." he ~a•d "Thu'c
player"\ v. ere al" a}' kept beh1nd ami
the pre~' \\a~ gl\en ace..:'' w them.
Jnd the rc'l of the team lelt Yuu
could ~1111 do the \ame \Urt ot thtng
Ill thiS SIIU3ll01l. JU\1 pull tho'\!
player-. out of the l01.·kcr rtXllll
The College of William & \-1,try
ha~ not allo" ed any reporter.. mtuthc
locker room lor any c,port ~mce Jl)ll9.
\\hen current !>port' inlormatton
dtrector Jean Elliot took the ;ob.
"Being a female SID. it wul> caster
for me," she said "We had J \\Oman
sportswriter from The Flal Hlll IW &
M'l> Mudem paper]. and "e had a
woman filtng from the AP. It wa~
time.''
Football coaches have the option
of changing the locker room policy to
fit their wants and needs. First-year
Umvcrsity of Connecticut coach Sktp
Holtz c losed the locker room to
reporters this season after it had been
open in the past.
"Coach Holtz dectdcd he wanted
Lhe guys to have a space to call their
own ," said Ky le Muncy, a~stMant
director of athletic commumcallon'
at UConn. ''It's certainly not easter to
drag guys out of the locker room. hut

Pa;t- RxxOOll Garre InteJview Policies

at Yankee Conference Schools
(as described by university sports infonnation offices)
Boston University: Closed
Universil.y of Connecticut: Closed

James Madison University: Open
University of Maine: Closed
University of Massachuseas: Clo

Nortbeutem University: Open
University of Rhode lsland: Open
University ofRicbmond; Open

.wurce: Ya11ket Ctmferenu Spmrr ltifarmwion Offit't.f

GINA PA.Kistufl111'1/tt

MAGGI E \VELTER!Ic'n"'r phottJ>:I'IIf'l''''

With no female reporters covering JMU football, males have always been granted locker room access.
in a ~e n sc i t 's a bette r worktng
cnvtronment."
Muncy said the locker room tS
nolhtng '>hort of chaotic after a game.
" I can' t even imagine how the
reporters \\Orked," he said.
The mvcrstty of Notre Dame
was one of the most recent Dtvtston
1-A \choolc, to c hange 11c; postfoothJII game 1111en iC\\ Pllltcy.
Pre\IOU\J)". the school had an "open"
lock~1 rtltlm. unle~' female reporter~
werl' rn\"enng the game. In wch <1
'ccn.uto. the Iucker room \\..t' then
do:.edtor th,n pantcular game.
lln:nnan. of Tlu• Watlungttm Po11 .
\Jitl ~he let 'otrc Dame ~pun-.
tnlorm.lliun dtrector John ll ei~ler
know hm1 \he f~ll ahuut ~uch a
pohcy \\hen 'he C<lvered the lrhh.
Slw 'ani 11 put l<lll much of nn
onu' on women spon~wnter~.
parllcularl) one~ 'ti II in college whtl
were "20-yeur-old collcgr juniOr...
,haktng in their hoot\"
"In the late '1!0~ and 111 thl' l'arl)
'IJ!h I ~: .tiled John Hct.,kr Jno tnlll
h1m 'I'm cnmtng. I Cltpcct lhtng' 1<1
he etlll,tl ,'" 'he \,lid "Jf that l'll'tlhl'
nw't J\~ lui pohc) ever. thl'n Notre
0.1111~ lll''Cf\ C\ Ill he CrtllCIIell ..
I.N )\';tr Notre DJmc Jcl1ded 111
clo'e 11' Iucker room 10 all reporter:-.
f11r Jll g.tme-. .mJ tn,trill.i pnn tdc <tn
mtcf\ II!\\ tent
llc .... ler ...ud t he poltq \\' a'
~hangl't..l Ill pan bccau~c one of the
main tuutball writer~ frum Notre
Dame· , ... chool nC\\~papcr and thl'
'pon~ editor uf the !>Choor .. \\eel.. I)
new~magazme were women.
" I think it'~ gencrall) worl.ed
\~CII." he saic.l "We've had a number
of women covering our teams. The
univcr~ ll y has not been amenable 10
letting (women] into the locker room.
This is a conservative place."
Sports in formation directors at

vanou!> schools \lith long--.tanding
clo!ted locker room pohcic'> ~iltll
reporters rarely - i I C\ cr
complain about an imervtew room
format.
"Thtng~ ure -;atd tn the locker
room:· Bo\llln 111vcr ... uy SID hi
Carpenter !tatd "Sometime!> Jthkte'
have hcen hanged up. thc)·\e been
hurt. they're cr~ mg 0\.'(,IU'c 11' ... thl
IJ$1 game ol the 'ca,un ttr tlwr~· ...
been a lu'' ..
Scherer cchucJ 1h1' ' l'll lllll<'ll t
p1111111ng nut th.ll 111 .111 emolllln.tl
pcnot.l alter,, g.tme. untl.lttl.'llll !!
thtng-. m.t) "l' ... uJ h~ ,1 pl.th'r th.u
the pre'~ CJII m crhc:tr and report
"I llon't think it'' t.ur l'h11t~' .1!1'
...lid that are n't nl'l'e ....... mJ~ ,, lrut•
reflection uf 'umchod) · ... th11u~lll ... m
lcdmg.~ that th(.' prl''' ha' .ll"l'C" t11
ami can t.tkc untf run \\II h." he -.,m.l.
lie Jdded that he lloe-.n't hdtt'H'
all reporter' h.t\1.' .1 cr1dc ul l'lhll'' 111
JC,t\C thu-.e \lillcmenl' 111 the lm~··•
room

"lllun't thmk )IIU l'.lll Ill'''''"·'"'\
lh.H \CHI lrll'l 1.'\l'r\ hiiU\ 1\ Jt,,
"~~~ ... Ill tilJI J,x·kcr fll\1111 ) IIU dc•n't
kiltI\\ C\ Cl'\ hlllf\ ... hl' 'JIU
~hill) j\1l 'tutllh.JII pl.t\l'r' '·" "
the) had nu prtthh:m \lith r•'J"llt,·r, 111
the lockcr wum alter .1 c.tllk'
11111
nr hhc, m.tk ur tcm.tlc
"AI 1111' f'\11111 111 .1 IIICIIb, lll '.Ill'\' I
\UU ktnJ ul ~1111\1 h!l\\ Ill •'<llllr<•J
)ouf'clf .1nJ r•··••·• 111 .1 p.llll,·ul.u
'IIUJIItlll ," , ,lid 'IIJllllllllllrt' '1111 n~
..atcty Da\lll Le~ .. ' ' IJr J' "''111•'11.
lhl' unly lllllll! 1 J .lpprl'l'I.IIC I' 111.11 II
v.a~ Jnnounccd thJt J tem.llc ''·''
commg. tnto the rO<lm 'o th.ll I ,.,,uJJ
cover tn) self Per!>OIHllly. \\ hlle I
undcr~tand gender equity. I v.ouiJn't
want to he walking around I nakcll l
That's to meju~t courte~) ...
Ju111or cornerback Kcllv W dt~lllre
~uid. " If a woman is tjUOiified to he in
\J\

therl'. then \\h) not .'"
J\t Nonhea,tcrn l lli\Cf\11). 'PI'II'
tnl urmallon lltrl'l'lnr Jad. Ci111111hl
, ,lid. "We h,l\cn ' t had a prutlkm"
\\lth lctung v.nmen 1n1U thl' lu(kl'r
mtlm
I k ....uJ an tnt~r\ te\\ fi'H.llll lurm.u
dt'L ' n't mJk~ \l'll'<' Jl ~Lhll• ' " h J... ~·
' 'mh~.t,tcrn. \\hH. h h." \ l'l ' h' ''
r.-pnnl'r... .11 thetr ~.~m.· ...
· \\hen H'u · rl J~.diiH! 1111 ••u•
k\ l'l \\ hl're \u u Jnn 1 h.l'<' th ,,
m.tll\ tncJ1.1
u·' 1~·.• II~ '' .1-1 • I!
l'"•'f\ one·, um,·:· h~· , .uJ
\ Jt J111 U ~ h lh' J' I •'ll I '
1111•'1\lt'\\ ' 111 the lu~h·r I''"" l\tl
ittllt"l t•lll'n' I\C l.tl l..le Bt.·nt ...,, • ''
,,Ill) II lt:lll.lk' 11•' <.:<1 ,t(•l'" th•ll .111
11111.'1\ ll'\1 rllOIIII' tiK' ' ''1111 11>'1
')'ln• need 111 It,,,,..1 ''"''" ,~·1 "I'
\\hac the rcrnner "'ui.J .;:n .111.1 th.·ll
th,· .uhkh:," he .... ud "I 1 111 11~ th.ll '
th1' hc,ttlung . th.ll \•'II h.t'<' ••II•' .u.·.•
nt th•· ln.J...,·r " '"n' ,,, •··r••rt "' 111.1t
1\\IU).J "'"" l'\l'f\1111111!. l lhl!ll. "
'lt•h 1111,! th,•pr••bt.:tit lhl\1 hl'CH11ll''
.111 l''m' lor ~·.1.·h ,.Jw,>l IP 1.1,1-k
Bl<'llll.lll ,,11.! 11 h.•t n.·.-.J, "' h,•
1\••hkd ,Ill' 'IIU,Illctl' hh • \\ h.11 • ._•
"·'I'I'•'IIL'•' Ill I "' "' \ " ' ' lhl' I ,,.,
'''·•fl, hll•.tJ I'.I'Il'l " l11• ;!<'I h,•r 111
\f
n:: 'l'"n' h•r / n, //. •1/c•ll (,, ''•
\\ l11 k 1111\ l' \\ .II IIII I! lllll ,l.ll' ,I
h" l...-r rc~<llll "'1.1lk "' .~·pn•ll'"h'll.l'
llhkl<' . lhl' .tt hklt' l'lllt'l !!l'"· ,,1\\
\ l"l'l \\ llh hl'r {' I'll .111.J -f'.Jd, .llld
lilnl.. the pen nut ''' hl'r h.llhl .111d
\l~lll'll hi' ,IUWgr.tph.
ThL· ,,·cn.tn<•. Rre nn.tn , ,1111 .. ,,
11111 IU1111\ A.;IU.IIh 11 ·' J..md ••I • ld
\\ hl'n II -(llllle' hl .l'I.JU.II lll\.'l..1•r 1•'< '111
.tl'<'(.'''· ,Jl,• .tJllcd. the 4Uc,tu•n ''
"\.\ h,n·' nght .tnd 1\ h.tt'' v. r1111~ ,.
For L' C'unn·~ :'- l unn. 11 u11111''
dO\\Il 10 wh:tt 'l> th•· 0\.',t .,Hu;IIHlll ''''
ewrvnne in,uhed
1
" \ \ l''re JU'I trytng ''' m.tkl'
everyone':. JOh!< ea~wr"
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Dukes ready for battle with Delaware
by Adam Foldenauer

sraffwrirer
J\1 l' head football coach Rtp
Scherer doesn't put much ~tock m h1~
record agam t ranked teams
" I thmk you guys make a h1ggcr
deal of that than need he. to be
honc~t with )Ou," Scherer ,,nd m h1~
weeki) pres l'Unkrcncc " I don't
thmk 11'., that htg of .1 deal."
Nc\Crthclc,l\, the tact remain :
JMU" 9-4 agam't runkcJ opponents
undc1 Schcrl'r'' gu1dance. The Dukes
arc coming oft u huge 14-2 1 win
SuturJ.n :11 thcn-Nu.7-ranked
Bo~wu. ·
Don't gu ~o f.~r :1\ to call them
p1ant k1ller' JU\1 ) ct. but doc~ Scherer
prcp.m: dlllerently when playmg a
wuphcr opponent''
· I Jnn't thmk we do. Our routmc
1' c\actl) the \Jmc." Scherer '><lid.
··r he kc~ .." to play everyone the
'Jmc wa~
Th.ll doc,n' t mean the Duke' arc
'till rela,1ng and enJoying the upset
mer Bo,ton. Saturday the} travel to
1'\ev. ark to lace the Unl\crsity of
Dda\\'arc. an NCAA playoff team
la\t year who has started the season a
dt-.appomung 2-2.
The Blue Hens dropped out of the
top 20 th1 s week aft er a loss to
previously wmless Maine. Delaware
hasn't lost two consecutive games
&incc 1990, \l.hich doesn 't bode well
for JM U.
'They aren't very happy with the
type of season they're having nght
now," senior linebacker Clint Dunn

1'"\S
ee"

f..

MAGCTE WELTERiitnior ph01ogrophtr

Junior tailback Kelvin Jeter runs drills In practice Tuesday. Jeter
was t he leading rusher for JMU against Boston University.
said. "A win against us would
definitely get things turned around
forthem."
The Dukes have spoiled things for
the Blue Hens in recent years most
notably in 1991 when JM U defeated

them in the first round of the 1-AA
playoffs.
Last season Delaware came into
JMU with an undefeated record and a
No. 2 ranking. They left with a 42-38
loss. and JMU junior quarterback

Mike Cawley knows revenge is on
their minds.
''This 1s definllely a red-alert
game on their schedule; one that they
can' t wait to play," Caw ley said.
"They're definitely going to be ready
for us."
Cawley haunted UD last year,
running for scores of 37. I 0 and 3
yard . He amassed 308 total yards.
20 1 through the air and 107 on the
ground.
" fhey can't really key on me: our
offense has too many weapons."
Cawley sa1d.
One Duke has an added rivalry.
Sophomore linebacker Brian Smith's
brother M att plays center for
Delaware.
" I talked to him on Sunday. We
d idn 't really talk much about the
game." Smllh srud. " lie's 10 a pretty
bad mood becau!>c they got beat by
an 0-.t team."
Smith ad' 1sed his brother not to
try any dirty block mg tactics ag.unst
him in Saturday's contest.
" He'd better not, or I 'll k1 ck h1s
butt when we get home." he said.
Matt Sm1th 1sn' t the only player
the Dukes wi ll be keeping an eye on.
The Blue Hens feature Daryl Brown
on offense. a bru1s1ng. 256-pound
fullback. who has already ru shed for
490 yards thi s season.
Brown poses yet another
dimension of challenge for the JMU
defense. which effectively shut down
Boston' s hig h- powered run -and·
shoot last week.
"We were really pleased last week

SPORTS

FOOTBALL . . .

HIGHLIGHTS
FIELD IIO('KEY

Dukes vs. Delaware
Game: J\1lf.l( Dcla~ill'c. Oct 8. 1 p m
Dukes notes : With the•r up ... et or
Boston. JML' heat a n.1t1onally rank ed
opponent for the ~ccond ttmc th ic; year
Seniur quancrback M1kc Cawley WU!> named
honoruhlc lliCOtiOn on the USAir Players or
the Week te:~m in the Yankee Conference
after throw10 g fur 158 yard!> and a
touchdown. Cuwlcy abo rc~n for RO yards
and a touchdown The Dukes arc 3-1 for
onl y the th1rd ttme '>inre 1983. The other
two limes ( 1987 and 1991 ). James Madison
rcnched the nationul pln)'off~.

Data: The Blue Hens have won II
stra1ght Yankee Conference home games.
Head coach Tubhy Raymond is No. 4
among acuve 1-AA coaches ~ ith a 234-94-2
career mark. Fullback Daryl Brown has
ruc;hed 85 limes for 490 yards and four
touchdowns 10 just four games. The t op
receivers are Courtney Batts ( 12 catches.
314 yards, five touchdowns) and tigbt end
Rob H1gbec: (seven catches. n yards). The
Blue liens lost to JM U in Harrisonburg last
year, 42-38. when Delaware was No. 2 team
in the nauon.
Rip says:

The head coach shrugged off
complacency in saying. "As soon as you
th.lnk you're invmcible, that's when you get

beat."

• The second-ranked JMU field hockey
team beat American by a score off 2- 1 in
overtime. Junior forward K elley Bloomer
scored early in the game. but AU ued it up
with under six minutes in regulatiOn Jun10r
hack Jen Wilde tallied the winning goal to
keep the Dukes undefeated at 9-0·1.

Standines

New England Division
)'C

Ma.,sochusctts
New H amp~hire
Boston U.
Rhooe l ~ land
Connecticut
Maine

O•rn•ll

Pf

PA

2-0 'l- 1-0 87 4()
2-0
2-1
2-2
1- 1
1-3

3-1·0
3·1-0

2-3-0
1-4·0
1-4-0

81
137
123
I 00
78

78
64
124
I 16
120

Mid-Atlantic Division
William & M ary
James M adi~n
Villanova
Richmond
Delaware
Northeastern

yc

Ovmll

2-0
2-1
1-2
1-2
1-2
0-2

4-1-0
3-1-0
3-2-0
3-2-0
2-2·0
0-4-0

because they had been putting a lot
of points on the board." said senior
defensive tackle Lamont Gooding.
" But we have to realize we're facing
a totally different offense, [UD) has a
good runni ng attack. We have to
channel o ur focus i n a difrerent
direction."
As for the JMU offense, i t has yet
to play consistently at it's potential.
The offense looks spec tacu l ar at
times and sloppy at others, a fact that
motivates Cawley.
"We really haven' t played a full
game yet," Cawley said. ''We have to
come out and concentrate for 60
minutes. instead of one half like we
have been doing."
Injury-wise, the report finally
looks favorable for JM U . Sm1th.
junior l inebacker Billy Johnson.
junior w1de receiver Juan Dorsey and
senior fullback Steve Agee all hope
to return to action Saturday agamst
Delaware.
Junior tai lback Rhad Miles is
doubtful, meaning sophomore Kelvin
Jeter will ee most of the action at
tailback. Jeter ran for a career-high
84 yards last week aga1nst Boston
Uni\<ersity.
Jeter's contributions helped JMU
upset the Terriers. and as a result.
move the Dukes back into the top 20
Division 1-AA poll.
They stand at No. 19 this week.
but
Scherer
war ns
against
overconfidence this weekend aginst
the Blue Hens.
" A s soon as you think you're
invincible, that's when you get beat."

Pf fA
145 94
107 70
123 94
98 129
116 136
64 114

Last week's re:-1Jlts
M:Une 19. Delaware 11
J:unes M:ldtson 24. Boston U 21
Massachusetts 22. Rhode I land 12
Vtlhlnov:l 38, Richmond 6
Yale 28. Connec1icu1 17
Hofstra 28. New Hampshire 6

VugiDI:l 37, WiUtam & Mary 3

Tbjs wcd!.'s schedule
Boston U. at Rhode Islll!ld
James Madio;on at Delaware
Massachusetts at N. Hampshire
Northeastern at Willlnm & Mary

Villauova nt Con~ticut
Maine 11t Richmond

GRANT JERDINC/.rtaffartist

I

REC REPOHT

• " Happy hour," a Friday workout at 5:15
p.m. at Hillside fitness center. Oct. 7. Funky
Fitness.
• Yoga. alleviate your beginning-of-theweek stress with relaxing Yoga. Mondays at
12 p.m. in Godwin Hall, rm. 205.
• Tai Chi, Monday and Wednesday at 5: 15.
• Logan Fitness Center - newly des1gned
workout facility located in basement of
Logan Hall, featuring Lifecycles, Lifestcps.
Concept II rowers and a Schwinn Airdyne.
• Timex fi tness week - m ark your
calenders. From Oct. I 0-14 you can be
mvol"ed with Timex fitness. Participate and
win lots of prizes.
• Men's rugby defeated Radford 24·8 on
Saturday.
• Martial arts club - open meetings on
Mondays and Wednesdays at 7 p .m. in
Godwin Hall. rm. 217. Call Rob at 433·
3651 for more info.
• Co-ed field hoc k ey played UVa . on
Sunday and had a bamburner at 0-0.
• Men's soccer played Va. Tech away on
Sunday and lost 1-3.
• Women's soccer club played UVa. on Oct.
I on Warren Field and lost 1-5.
• Lacrosse played Washington men' s
lacrosse on Saturday and won 8-2 and then
played George Mason Sunday and lost 1- 11 .

• Women's rugby played Penn State on
Saturday and lost 10-45.
• Cross country- entries open Oct. 10.
sign up 10 Warren Hall, rm. 300.
• Racketball - entries close at 12 p.m.. so
sign up now 10 Warren 300.

WOMEN'S SOCCER
• Senior forward Jamie Dykes was named to
the Sru:cer America's Team of the Week .
llcr two goals against M aryland tied a JM U
record for career goals.

MEN'S SOCCER
Soccer America Men's
Collegiate Top 20
(Including games through Oct. 2)
Bunk Teqm
Record Last Weyk
I . Indiana
10-1-0
I
2. Nonh Carolina
7-2-0
2
3. St. Louis
8-1-0
3
8-0-0
4
4. Bo ton U.
5. South Carolina
7-2-0
5
6. Virgima
8-2-0
6
7 William & Mary 10-0-0
8
8. UCLA
8-1-0
10
9. Penn State
9
7-1-1
I 0. Fresno State
9-1-0
12
I I . James Madison
8· 1·0
7
12. Ponland
7-1-1
II
13. Creighton
6-1-1
14
14. Maryland
7-2-0
nr
15. N.C. State
6-4-0
15
16. SMU
6-2-0
19
17. Loyola (M d.)
8- 1-2
nr
18. Columbia
4-1 - 1
13
19. Connecticut
7- 1·0
nr
8-1-1
20
20. Florida Int.
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GUEST
PREDICTOR

Picks of ll1e \Neek
Craig Landis
asst.. ports edJtor
l.l\1 \\t't•l..
:O.C;I'ICIO ttll.ll

Kansas City at San Diego

San Francisco at Detriot
Denver at Seattle
New Orleans at Chicago
Tampa Bay at Atlanta

All'iOn Boyce

... pon.., edJtor

:\1lk<: Wl'>SOt

.. pons \\ ritcr

H-~.0

10 ]..()

l)·<i ... l

10- 1 ~1

.3~10-0

iLHII
.Vii

~.! !~·II

Florid~1 ~t.

-r

\\ 1nnmg pt·ru•ntage

Florida State at Miami
Texas at Oklahoma
Auburn at Mississippi St.
North Alabama at YoWigstown St.
Massachusetts at New Hampshire

Craig Nt..'wman
managing editor

6.36

Miami

Flo rida St.

TC~IS

Tex~t"

Florida St.
Oklah om:1

Auburn

Auburn

Auburn
Youngstown

~1 .

You ngMown St. Youngstown . t.

Brent C.oubon

Ill

(J 101

\ t'I'IIIHhtutk· .lr11'4

Y-1

Oklahoma

Florida St.
()klahom.t

Auburn

Auburn

Young:-.town '-lt. ~ <>u ng ... tc >" n '-It

Massachusetts

Massachuselt<i

Ma.··.sachusetts

MassachuM:tL'>

Ma~achu:-.t:"lb

an Diego
. an Francisco

Kansas Ciry
San Fmncbco

Kansa.c; Ciry
S~tn Fmn<.isco

~an Franci...,~,.c,

Seanlc

SeattJe

New Orleans
Atlanta

Chicago
Atlanta

K.tn-,a..., City
1)etroit
. eaulc
Chicago
Atlanta

A lison would hke to Lake th1s ume to thank all the profc~~on.. lncnd'>. famil} and lcl\cd
onel> who pointed out to her that '>he p1cked the Redskm'i last "eck. She would hkc to
assure each and every one of them that as a mass communication maJOr and English m1nor.
she is very capable of readmg her game choices for the wccJ... and comprehending them. In
the immonal words of Robcn Frost. she took "the road les~ tmvelcd. and it made all the
difference."
The di fterence i s that All'lon's now tied for last place, saved only by the famed
alphabetical order rule. and wi ll no longer try to predict up!>etb. Mike is getting amsy and
dam sick of being in the founh picture slot. His pronouncemem for the week: If he's sti ll in
last pl ace after the M onday Night Football score comes i n, Ahson may order him to get 'a

K.ansa.o:; Cit)

Scanlc
Cl1kago

Seattle
Chicago

Tampa Ba)

Adant~l

nc" p1cturc we.tnng an) l..mJ nl attire 'he" "he' It t\h,nn mnH'' 1ntnl.1'1 piau•. 'he "Ill t-~·
donning a Mar) Kay Fac1al Ma'J... Chght pmkl nc\1 "eel.. She'll~ pr.l) mg 1h1' "ccl..cml
If you '>CC Cr;ug :-I nrounJ campu~. g1\e h1m a pat on the ~ad.. Jnd tell h1m ··\\a~ w !,tll'
Cmig ~em the mag1cal 10 I 1n p1cJ...-. lor the \\CCI.. and C'ra•g I 1' .lctuall> lettmg the 'trc"
get to h1m His hair even lool..cd a little bit me'>l>Cd up the other d,1y a~ hl' wau:heJ m pam~ ·•'
Cmig N. picked up some g.1mc' on h1m.
We welcome jun1or Brent Coul~on thi ~ '' ecJ... .1~ the c~tecmcd g.uc\t predu.:tur. "hn dr.1"'
..Ver~1mil11ude" on The Brt•t•:.t! humor page. Brent \\COl the c.:rcathc route and drew n cartoon
to relay his plea to join predictors for a short hut glnriClu~ span nl \even day' You can ,tdmirc
the on work helow. We'll sec 1f hi' predicting capabilities are a~ wlcnted ao, h1' dr•''' ing~

(Y\t; 1 SPENDING COUNTLSSS
HOURS PREFA~ING FOR ('{\'{
CHANCE AT THE SPOTLIGHT

..

>
NEGLECTED
ScMOoL
WO~ k

~
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•

NIGHT UFE/ Mario Nozzarella

"I wouldn't do that, Spunky - I twve
friends In pie pl8ces."

VERISIMILITUDE/ Brent Coulson

I

SAllE HER F~M "'1\tJO
t1E RAPISTS 1 TALk Tb
TH~ Cof'S 4.JGH }, At>IP I.VAL..K HE.R

WOIJ(..P

HOM

'' I DON'T BELIEVE TIHS . I c AN
f<IDE A HORSE IN THE I<ENTUC.t<Y OERg(,
BUT 11"115 PLYWOOD CLOWN WON'T LFf ME
ON THE MERRY- Go -RouND[''

OUTER BOUNDS/CJ. Grebb
"\OMAioES' iOHAToES
Ar-JD ~UMGUA15!

Attention Reader!
There have been comments
directed to the writer/artist of
Outer Bounds that this "Saturn in
jail" storyline closely resembles

the various "Opus in jail" and
"Steve Dallas in jail" storylines
from the now defunct Bloom
County strip by Berke Breathed.
To dispell these opinions. we will
now cut directly to this episode's
puncbline:

\

See?!?
When did Bloom County ever
have a puncbline with tomatoes
and kumquats in it?

Bloom CoiUlly and 01/Ur
Bounds: as different as Ronald
Reagan an<J George Bush!

4.
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.I HUMOR~---------

I

CALVIN & HOBBES/ Bill Watterson
~'T ~IS G~t.

THE FAR SIDE/GatyLarson

~ME.
N~TI~TI:O

&ffiEME.NTS

(~

_,

.,

,

lf#t' '

,'.

·-

·ll

.. .

•' I

-~ (l)M£

~.

IOUE ll£
()toE lmO
GQEc; 'R>

0010'fm~. M"~

t(), $\£:1> Q)Ttlt( l)')t0 ~ ""·
3::> ~ f\G\lRtl> 5\tE S~U>
8£ ~~t ~-

'iOOl t'CM VSEI 10

~ cA~ ~. ~Qtl£
~t> 'R> Sf"'( ~

~R~.~
~T~?

MarY 1emalned calm Uo mette1 how thomoqhly
they S4t81Ched, the 8Q8niS MYel diKOYPfPd
his 'leCret poc;kel

I
Get

off

#.J

~fRIOR~~; (.Ot-\~t'#.
( ,I II

~he

I f ~t V ·

S'"'"9 or l'll
pund\ '(C1Jr

h<)hts out.

\

--··-

I

-·-

i

'
" But before we begin, this announcement:
Mr. Johnson! Mr. Frank Johnson! .. II you're out
there. tho conference organizers would like you
to know that you were never actually Invited.''

OMEN/Sen Laugelli

. ..

"l

J;

~ ~4

'·
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Cfuto 'ting 'Un£imite.d
Specializing in individualized instruction for most college courses.
AJso accepting applications for instructors.
We offer a flexible schedule and reasonable rates.

rvit9in.i.a 9(. Jon.Li
~i uc:tc.n

703· 433- 1641

Recy
Making
twice as

fibers uses
paper.

effort by
The Breeze is
as used
recycling all
we can all give
newspapers.
pages for the
something back. '"'vu,.Juu
nearest recycling agency.

r.

"

TANYA
1UCKER
1" Soon

DISC

VAU.EY IIAU.,

l-tanilloriug
432·17W

cLAss IF IE D
HELP WANTED

•

,.... roa•••
.. - IDrtnll 'H.
tumlahtd, Aahby
~verythlng

CIOIIIng.. Mcha,li84-1441.
,.......oriMII-11Rin4-8R
ept. avalllbte. Alhby CroNing.

Now hiring

tor moet poeltlone.
Flexible echedulng.
Apply In penon.
1560S.....nSt.

~~78«432·1001.

trtpal Sell 8 ~ & go lniel a..
. . & ptlceal 8ahlmls, Cancun

FOR SALE
Brewing ktta - Mella, hope,

~·· booka. Call Tom at 432·
4-BR condo - Hunter'a Ridge,
Immaculate, aacrlf~ ~900.
(703)298-1184, (703

1111 Speclallald Hardrock -

Ultra ladlla mountain bike. Paid
1400, liking $2.25/0bo. Mtchelll,

8TUDBf..,.,..

434-3008.

In;;-···

e.::.llrC
()ppofUIIIy
Sne.._._onyow
CMfllll eGalonll ooet.
c.IUitlullllltRIIIIIr
(70I)a4-44M
Kin~ -blolcer

Jamelce, Panama Cltyl Greal
llqlllle!ICIII (11()())678«J80
FAREWAYIIESTAURAHT
AT MAIIANUTTEN
Now hlrtng for ......
~
o2 ct.ya & 2 Of' s l'llnlnga a

--

-Many reeon blnlftta
Cell~

8prlng breell 'H - Atnertce's 11
Spring Break company! caneun.
Bahamas, Daytona & Panama!
11~ tow11t price gu•ranteet
Q~g~nAa 15 friends trawl " " '
Eam hiGhest commlaalonel

a

(800)32-TAAVB.

Aftlntlon - ElCCIDent Income for

home eaumbly work. Info,
(504)84&-1700, Dipt. VA-4806.
Fund railing - Chooae from 3

~

lleclntolh Power8oota 100 - 4·
20, With tax modem. S795? Call

887·5383.

=~E:.%~ug
~. S27lllnc:Ndle 12 """' i e
perllel Clnoun & ........ $439,
with air from BWI. (800)878«1118

Spring breek Mrly a..-olalal
Pename Clty1 OOMn·viiW room
wtth khellin • free bua to bara
$1281 Dlytona, kltchene, S15gl
Coco• INch, S15gl l<ay Wilt,

12291 (800)87H388

1000 . . . . ..,...- 2 CIM' ampa.
brtdgad mono, 1 c:aiYif Prt-1111), 1
pelrlr*lly 8M 150..,...,.. Mint
concltlon, •" tor $800. (703}458-

2380, Mkt\lmMP?Qe

, ....... Alllllo- 2"''lllttlll diM,
1 owner, bought In April 1814.
! ~1 !!99 mllll, gr11t condition.
Nll/f"M CUMII, 5 IPIICI. flclory
Wlrrenty. Cll 4S3-eao.4 or 5&4·

0418, -..orl<lrn Of' Joe.

fund ,...,. IMtlng either
3 ar 7 dlyL No
Elm S
for your 1J0UP plue peraonaJ cuh

n.•••._

=

bonuaes lor youraelf.
(800)832.()528, 1165.

Call

Do rou
talking on the
phone &
Dlld lot H? Work
part·tlme, get lull·tlme wage.
A .M./P.M. shift available. Call
IOdly• 433-3043. EOE

SIIIAO- 81172 tunny co11ea1 T·

....... ....,.,.. - Mek8 money

~~~:-o.J:'*-~

for anthuataatlc, reliable, aelfmolhlllld lnclvldulle kl promote
their product• In retail outlate
~ the nation during thle
h<*laY 11110n. Hyou a,.lkllld at
playing Nlntendo video gamea,
have your own tran aportallon,
~ Wortllrlg wtltl the public, are
,...,.. & lftlllleble ~ days &
houra between Nov. 18 enct Jln. 1
cell Gretchen, (800)228-5260 tor

more Info.

•1100 w11kty po11lble malllnft
our clrcularal For Into ca
{202)29H0615.
HoualnJ In exoh1nge for
maintaining large hOuse, extra pay

IOf dr!Ying. C.H 433·1833.

..._ II80Cietl wanted - To Mil
men's & women's clothing. 15-20
hlllwk. Alfrad Ney's, Valey Mah.

Pert-time mualc mi..._ to lead
choir. Mull have experience In
planning, leading Catholic llrurgy.
Send ruume to
Committee, Blessed Sacrament
Catholic Church, P.O Box 228,
Hentaonburg. VA 22801. Deadline
Oct. 17

Searen

Pert-time - National wholesale
electronlce compeny eeeka
C8n1lUI ..... repnlllntllivl; gain
valuable
e~;lenca
plue

. . . .,..., . .

(800)345-CAVE.

LOST & FOUND

177t,·Demem Sprtngi.LA 70727.

Pert-tiMe altWe - For mentally
r...-diCI CHihn & . . . . Flaldble

aclledullng (on-call baela only);
training ~ed. References
~red

the Aaeodation
for Retarded Cltlzena. 1000 S.

tjlgh St. HarTieonbu.g, 434-2~
{Tu.day fhnlt91llu'idlay).

Typlat - Accurate, r.uonable,
computer/typewriter, rush Jobe.

ALS
Uven up your next partyI

FreehtMn Nftdng- Lot neJCI to
JMU. Cal433-21~ after 15 p.m.

PKSPAS
432·7979
Weekends from $99

~e47. Of' pager, 56&077(.

Ilene Attraction Hair Dlligna Unlverelty'a closeel aaron now hal
tanning! Special thru Oct. 28. 10
Ylslts lOt $2.4. Haircuts. S8l with I.D.
No ep~~ceueryl 433·2212,
doled
ys.

plua setup

NOTlCE
For more lnfonnetton and
~ reglrdlnt the
IIW'IItlptlon of financing
bualnlea opportunltlea & work·
at-home opportunltlel, contact
the Better BueiMea Buruu
Inc., lit (703) 342-3455.

Leigh Moro - One more day Ill
treasure hunt! See ya there! Love,
your AXn Big Sis

IN - Thanka lor the My T1e party
Friday night. We had e great time.
Love. Ax.n

Juon, Chad Ia Mike -

PERSONALS

A~

loves
our Derby Days coaches! Wear
your pin even lllt'e dirty!

Run Wild 4· MIIer - Oct. 15.
Supports Wlklifa Canter. 234-8023

A

UT

COFFEE HOUSE

Memblrel'llp application• - For
OrncfOn Oel'la Kappa , the Nallooal
Leedef'8hip Honot Society at JMU,
are available In Wine-Price Hall,
rrn. 112. Members mull hive a 3.0
grade point average & 60
~ed credits. Apply IOdayl

8p.m.

Adoption - Loving, childless

WIN a pelrof
JMU 110M AND DAD
SWEATSHIRTS
for PAAEHTS' WEEKENOI
Regleter at UrWetelty ~
a-Ide the Stonenouee,
bahlndJM'a.

432.0287

Flu ehota or students will be
available et the Student Health
Center SchedUling will begin midOct., watch lor lurther details. Cost
will be$6.

n-alta -o-amma lovea our IX

coachlll

AXO hore• everyone had a
wonderfu lime at Steal·a-scope.
Formals just around the corner.
Abaolutaly lrMI Regultr a1uca
et the Lillie Grill, Oct. 8 at 9 p.m.
Psychedellslzed,
tunkllled .
Ja zzJmated. lolk·n·roll. Just add
your body & mind, then shake.
At1entJon eprlng IM'elklral
Book now & NVII
Jamalca-$439, Cancun-$391,
Bahlmaa-1369, Dayton.-$148,
Paname Clty.S118. Organize
groupe, earn cuh, travel frill
Endllla aumm11 toural
(800)234-7007

OCT. 7

A very belated thanu to Beth

It

Mendable. Ashley Haft & everyone

W•lty Foundltton
SilO S. Maeon St.

who helped with freshmen move-In
day.
Go
Greeks!
Love.
Panhelenlc.

ZTA lovea our Derby Oaya

couple wishing to adopt an Infant
Call Bill & Shannon collect,

coechlll

AX.O thlnkl IN tor a great P8I1YI
Have you found all your ties giJys?

(703)323-5062.

Alhley McCrary - Watch lor clues
thls week. Your Anchorsls loves
youll,l see you Sunday!

AIT- lt'a time to take off the
shells & get down & Derby! Love.
your IX ooaches Nils, Man & Tom

ICrlaten Philbin - You're a great
pledge & an awesome addition to
iny lamllyl You'll lind you 're
encl'lormate on Sunday

IN - A belated thank you lor
hanging out with us 11 Fox11eld.

Love, AI'.

calico cheaf missing lrom
Unlveralty Outpoat, behind JM'a.

Ill - Thlnkl lor a worldly party!

AXP- Thanka for the 1t1p around
the wor1dl ZTA

' Modell needed - Just back from
VIdal Sassoon Hair Academy!
Need persons ready to change
their stytel Halrculs regularly $22,
now $101 Please call now for your
consultallon & halrwt. VanOrden &
Tutwiler, downtown Harrisonburg.

SERVICES

IX - Watch your backa & your

National OJ Connection 1
Karaoke! Melroea, Formate,
pertt.l Clll 433-0380.
•

We loved hanging out with our
new membera at Melrose
Slsterdate. Get psyched tor your
Big Sis'$ Friday. Love, AXil.

Roome for Perenta' Wllkand &
Homecomint - Prtvale rooiTVbath
In faculty hOme neJCI to campus tor
either wiMIIIend. 434-oe70

Megen McDermott - Your DG
big &is loves youl Get psyched tor
the Big Sis And on Sunday! Love

pyourPA
get Into the SPIRIT!
Reglatar to WIN • pelt of
JMU MOM AND DAD
aweatal'llrta

Recycle this
Breeze, please.

Loat - Foeall wllteh. AlWard II
found. C.l Rob. 1568-4272.
Loll - friendly. bleclt ldtllen with

~.Q287

ahlrte, profit $363.60. Rlek-lrM.
Choose lrom 19 dealgne. Free
CIIIIOg. (800)700-4250.
Earn $100 or more WHkly
ltUIIIna ~ at home. Send
long SASE to Country Living
S~ra1 089t. M18. P.O. Box

potential. can

s~--T!f-~._!JR-~E-ZE-T-hu-rs-day...
, O-ct_
. 6_. 199_4_

8krdlve
Orange!
Come
llll)lrlela thl ulllmilte actventura,
akydMngl Belt lnllructlon & pttcea
It Skydlve Orange. Cell (703)942·
3871 tor brochure. Aek about
IIUdent clscounesl
1~.

aelll trade! Baseball,

bsabtball, oolben, hockey, nonapona. Duk" Sportscards, 1427
S. Main St. Phone "33-DUKE

Ivan Neal has put out
a lot of fires.
He's nota

firefighter-

ZTA'I O.rby Oaye Ia herel Get
ready to wlnl

Love, ArT.

delbysl

A~

Congratulation• to the JMU
Knights of Columbus on winning
second runner-up In the most
outstanding College Council

at University Outpost
beelde the StonehouM,
behind JM'I. 432<0211

Contest Supreme Courd.

Ledlaa of A~ - n. gentlemen of
Kappa Alpha would like to thank
you lor a great happy houri

434-5263

always, YBS.

Protect the
environment.

BX - We had tun tt.lng you up.
Lers do It again &oon. Love, t.r.

Bill Nave saved these
~

kids from
drowning.

He's not a lifeguard-

he's a teacher. ·But to the

he's a teacher. But to the kids

kids he's reached, he's a hero.

he's reached, he's a hero.

lEA

HERO
Be ATeacher

Teachers hove lhe power
to woke up young mindsto make odifference.
Reach for lhot power.
Be oteacher. Be ohero.

To fi1d out how
to ~ome a
teac.er, call
1·100·45·TEACH

...

..
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SWEET DEALS F.ROM
GAlTI'S

DUTCH APPLE TREAT

VERY CHERRY PIZZA

Try a MEDIUM Cherry Pizza or
Dutch Apple Pizza for only

$5 5~us and 2 FREE Drinks!
tax

Try a LARGE Cherry Pizza or
Dutch Apple Pizza for only

r~ ___ !~~:tax and 4 FREE Drinks!

r~---------

$5?.u~ax

$62~ax

Medium 1 topping
and 2 FREE Drinks

'

.

Pizzas
(upLarge
to 3 toppings)

~

8 FREEa:I>rinks

ThJo or Pall Pttfcct Cn.ast
No Coupon Necc:Qary

$1290

~

pia• tax
11alo or Paa Perfect en.
No Coupon Nee I I -y

r-_-_-_-_------------------1 FAST FREE DELIVERY r-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-.:_-_-..!
I

45
:
$6 plus tax :
Thlaor ....

I

=Crvtlt :

No Coupon NecaNI'Y

I

11 a.m. -1 a.m. Sun.. - 1burs.
11 a.m. - 2 a.m. Fn. - Sat.

1433 0606

Medium2ot:3topping
and 2 FREE Drinks
1

~

'

I

~

·

:
:
II
I

Cloverleaf Shopping Center :
I

$7 37

plus tax

